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Chapter 1

PUURVAARDHACHARCHAA
(First Half Part of Discussion )
[March 09, 2018]

1) Kim mulamasya? Idam vijneyamatraakaashah purobhutam
yadvinaa naanyat yannaasat na dravyaapekshitam vyatyayena
vaachyam sukshmashaktiraakaasho hi.
[What is the root cause of this world? --- Before getting answer for
this, we must know that space is the first of five elements (the five
components) of this world. Without space, no other element can appear or
exist. Hence, space is the fundamental item of this world. It is subtle
energy. It is non-existent before its generation, existent after generation and
non-existent after dissolution. No product is existent in the cause before its
generation. Pot does not exist in its cause (lump of mud) before its
generation. The capability of generating the product (Kaaryotpaadana
Shakti) can exist in the cause and not the product. Same logic is valid
after destruction of the product also. Einstein feels that space is always nonexistent. He feels that space is conventional with respect to matter. It means
that space between two materialized bodies is disappearing when the two
bodies are destroyed. We are not experiencing this disappearance of space
due to the presence of space between some other two bodies beyond these
two destroyed bodies. The space between those some other bodies is
experienced by us due to which the disappearance of space between two
destroyed bodies is not experienced by us. Hence, according to him, the
space is always geometrical and conventional existing relatively with
respect to absolute matter. But, the objection to this concept is that if space
is non-existent by itself, can it have the disappearance, which needs
existence before it? A non-existent item can’t have existence and
disappearance because it is always non-existent. Hence, space is not nonexistent. If space is not non-existent, it can’t be relatively existent with
respect to matter since an existent item by itself can’t be relatively
existent. Its non-existence will contradict its relative existence since a
totally non-existent item can’t have relative existence also. Space is as
existent as the matter. If matter disappears, space need not disappear
because space is independently existent as matter. This means that even if
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matter in this world disappears, space can exist. Moreover, science says that
space bends along the boundary of the object. Non-existent item can’t bend.
This also proves that space is an existent item like matter. Space is very
subtle energy that can’t be grasped by us even through instruments unlike
the gross energy propagating as electromagnetic waves. Even in the
electromagnetic spectrum of gross energy, there are still some
electromagnetic waves of higher range of frequency, which are to be
grasped by the scientific instruments. The range of frequency of the subtle
energy or space is very far from the entire electromagnetic spectrum of
gross energy. Astronomy also agrees with the generation of enormous
energy from space, which means that space is the source form of energy.
Since matter is a form of energy, we can say that matter is a relative reality
with respect to the subtle energy or space and we shall say the reverse that
matter disappears as soon as the space disappears.]
2) Shakterdravyam praanashcha kramena chit kaaryam dvayoh
shakti vishishitarupameva.
[The other four elements (air, fire, water and solid earth) are also
existent like space. Air, water and solid earth represent the three states of
matter, which are gas, liquid and solid. Fire represents gross energy. Space
represents subtle energy. Similarly, air is subtle matter. Liquid and solid
are gross matter. Overlooking the subtle and gross states, we have two
components, which are energy and matter. Since space is the fundamental
component, which is energy, we can say that matter is generated from
energy. From space, air is generated as per the Veda, which shows that
energy is the cause of matter. Air also represents the plasma state of
energy. When the generation of matter from energy is over, life and
awareness were generated as per the Veda and this is coinciding with the
theory of evolution also. Life is also a mechanical inert process
representing the system taking oxygen and leaving carbon dioxide. Plants
represent the stage of life generated from energy and matter. Plants are
living beings, but, have no awareness. The Veda says that after generation
of solid earth, plants evolved and from plants awareness is evolved (Annaat
purushah). Plant is only a junction between inert and non-inert phases.
This clearly means that awareness is a product of matter and energy only.
In fact, awareness or nervous energy is a specific work form of energy
generated in a specific nervous system. Grinding machine is a specific
system. When energy (current) enters this specific system, it is converted
into a specific work form of energy, which is called as grinding work.
Awareness is also a work of transferring the information from senses to
2
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the brain through nervous system with the help of neurons. Hence,
awareness is a product of both energy (generated by digestion of food) and
matter (materialized brain and nervous system).]
3) Trigunaah trimurtayah srushtyaadikaraah vaijnaanikaanaam
mulaprakrutireva mulamasya tarkyante kriyaah uuhyabhaagasya
drushyaadrushysya.
[With the addition of evolved awareness, the components of the world
can be simplified as three:- i) inert energy or rajas in creation ii) inert
matter or tamas in dissolution and iii) Non-inert awareness or sattvam in
ruling. Hence, the creator Brahma is Rajas, the ruler Vishnu is sattvam and
the destroyer Shiva is tamas. Rajas is the subtle energy or the root material
for creation. Sattvam is special knowledge required in ruling. Tamas is
indiscrimination of good and bad in total destruction. When space or subtle
energy is taken as the source form of energy for the appearance of gross
energy, subtle matter, gross matter, life as junction of inert and non-inert
phases and the final non-inert awareness, scientists feel that energy (space)
itself can be taken as the root cause of this world. Science explains all the
phenomena of the world through systematic logic supported by
experimental evidence in every step. Thus, starting from the root cause
(energy) up to the end product of this world (awareness) including all the
phenomena related to energy, matter and awareness are perfectly explained
by science and all this constitutes as the imaginable domain. In this
imaginable domain, apart from the visible sub-domain, invisible subdomain also exists like the subject related to invisible electromagnetic
radiations like X-rays, gamma rays etc. This is the outline of science from
top to bottom, which is confined to imaginable domain only.]
4) Anuuhyakriyaashcha drushyante jagati naastikairavishleshitaah
shvo vijneyaah iti kathitaah taavadvaa sammataah
kriyaasamarthitajnaataah.
[In this world, some inexplicable and unimaginable phenomena are
seen, which are called as miracles. Atheists or pseudo-scientists blindly
refuse these as magic. Of course, magic also exists, which is a false miracle,
appearing as genuine before analysis. But, there are several miracles, which
are genuine standing as unimaginable and inexplicable events beyond the
scope of science. We appreciate the dignity and noble nature of science,
which keeps silent on these genuine miracles indicating the incapability of
science to explain genuine miracles. Atheists are always overactive saying
that science will explain these miracles by tomorrow! Several tomorrows
3
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have gone away and we do not know when that specific tomorrow comes
on which the miracles are explained! At least, the norms of logic stipulate
that you must accept the alternative hypothesis or explanation, not having
any logical defect, till you give your opposing theory based on
experimental evidence. When there is no logical defect, the hypothesis is
always having good future of its establishment. In fact, if you take the
unimaginable miracle itself as the experimental evidence (since you have
not disproved it), the hypothesis given as explanation is standing as theory
itself!]
5) Aakaashaabhaavah na kathamapichohyah purohetuh
nohyakriyaamuulam lokohyahetubhyohyatitam
kaaryakaaranasaamyaabhavaruupam na shaktijadachidaatmakam
na laukyadrushtaantanirupyam mahaayogisrushtivat
svayamevopamaanam bhavati.
[The hypothesis (in your view) or theory (in our view) given is like
this: Disappearance of space is mentioned by Einstein also. We also
mention the absence (disappearance) of space in absence of this world
before its creation. The absence of space can never be imagined by anybody
even if he/she concentrates the mind for millions of years. It is a concept of
purely unimaginable nature. We can link this unimaginable nature to the
unimaginable nature of miracles observed in this world. The source of
unimaginable miracles must be also unimaginable. We take this
unimaginable source in the place of the absence of space before its creation.
By this, an unimaginable item exists before the creation of space. We call
this unimaginable item as cause and the space as product. The lump of
mud (cause) exists before the creation of the pot (product). You must
remember that this cause is unimaginable and the product is imaginable
unlike the imaginable mud and imaginable pot. In this imaginable world,
you always observe imaginable cause generating imaginable product.
Hence, you need not apply the logic of imaginable items of this world to the
unimaginable item as cause generating imaginable product. What I mean is
that you should not say that there should be similar point in cause and
product (like black colour of the mud in the black pot or yellow colour of
gold in its chain) even in the case of unimaginable cause and imaginable
product (space). Hence, you should not expect that energy, matter and
awareness to exist in the unimaginable cause expected to enter the space
and gradually into the world. This means that you should not conclude the
unimaginable cause to be energy or matter or awareness or mixture of
these three. To give an example for this special unimaginable cause,
4
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anybody will fail to pick up an exactly similar example from the world
containing only imaginable items. Only an unimaginable example can be
picked up from the world, which is a miracle done by a supernatural
personality. Krishna showed entire world in His small mouth. Shri Satya
Sai Baba showed entire Shirdi village in a closed room to a devotee. A
supernatural sage creates a real building. Neither the building exists in the
sage nor does the sage exist in the building. This shows that no
characteristics of imaginable product exist in unimaginable cause nor viceversa. You may say that the space in the body of the sage is existing in the
building also. Here, the cause should not be taken as the body of the sage,
but, the supernatural potentiality of the sage to do the miracle, which is
beyond space. The body of the sage is just a medium of such supernatural
potentiality like energetic body of unimaginable God (both combinedly
taken as Eshwara). The unimaginable God created space or subtle energy
by which the body of Eshwara is created (which requires space) and
merged with it. The body of Eshwara can be compared to the body of the
sage and the unimaginable God merged with the body of Eshwara can be
compared to the unimaginable potentiality that merged with the body of the
sage. In fact, this unimaginable potentiality of the sage itself is the
unimaginable God. Any number of unimaginable items have to be
concluded as one only and hence, possessor of unimaginable power and
unimaginable power are one only. By this, we can say that the
unimaginable God (unimaginable power) present in the sage is compared to
the unimaginable God. The Brahma Sutra says that He can be the only
simile for Himself since no item of the imaginable world can stand as a
simile to Him. The best simile here is the supernatural sage only and not a
magician. The simile of magician becomes limited since the magic can be
analyzed later on whereas the supernatural miracle of the sage can never be
analyzed.]
6) Aakaashopi
jagatkartrulakshnabodhyamuulaparamaarthasadapekshitah
naagresat jaatavyahaarasat jiivadrushtyaiva nobhayam
tasyaalpashakteh Brahmasattaivaanubhuuyate.
[We have already established that space is subtle energy and is the
source (mula prakruti) of all further items of the world (created by Eshwara
after creation of space by unimaginable God). Hence, space cannot be
relative truth with respect to the matter to be taken as absolute truth. Space
along with its further products (gross energy, matter and awareness) is
relative truth with respect to its root cause or unimaginable God or the
5
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ultimate absolute truth. Before this creation of space, only absolute
existence of unimaginable God existed (Sadeva somyedamagra asiit—
Veda). The unimaginable God is taken as mere absolute existence since His
nature is not known (Astiityeva... Veda). Here, it is said that this world
existed as the absolute existence in the beginning before the creation of this
world. This is like saying that pot existed as mud before the production of
the pot. You can’t say straight that the unimaginable God existed in the
beginning since you cannot start with an unknown item. The unimaginable
God is mentioned as the cause of this world even by the Brahma Sutra
(Janmaadyasya yatah). This is because that in the absence of direct
identification (svaruupa lakshanam), at least indirect identification (tatastha
lakshanam) shall be given. If somebody asks you “who is Rama?”, you
must at least say that Rama is the builder of this house (since you can’t give
direct characteristic of Rama like colour, height etc., as you have not seen
Rama). Similarly, the unimaginable God as the cause of this world was said
to exist in terms of existence only since its nature is unknown. This may
mislead you to think that this world itself existed as absolute reality in the
beginning. To deny this, the Veda again says that this world existed as nonexistent in the beginning (Asadvaa idamagra asiit). Since this world, which
was non-existent in the beginning is now existent, the Veda says that the
existence of the world is generated (Tato vai sadajaayata). The immediate
objection is that the existence of a non-existent item can’t be generated.
Such non-existence generated as existence is always non-existent only in
the view of unimaginable God. Such non-existence is existent in the view
of the soul only, which is a part of non-existence itself. Such existence (for
soul) of non-existence (for unimaginable God) is called as relative
existence (vyavahaara sattaa). The most important point here to be always
remembered is that the existence and non-existence are not for the same
reference (God or Soul), in which case self-contradiction results. This
self-contradiction can’t be specially allowed in the case of soul, which is
not omnipotent to solve the contradiction between contradicting points
through unimaginable power. Hence, the existence of existent item
(unimaginable God), which alone exists always is called as absolute reality
(Paramaarthasattaa) or unimaginable God, who is the ultimate root cause of
space or world. In this absolute plane, only unimaginable God exists and
hence, anything told about the absolute plane is with reference to
unimaginable God only since none or nothing else exists in this plane.
Hence, the soul, which was generated later on in the relative plane after
creation of the world should only speak about the absolute plane by mouth
and can never imagine itself to exist practically in the absolute plane. Soul
6
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is awareness and can’t exist in God since any characteristic of imaginable
product can’t exist in its unimaginable cause. This is the monism of
Shankara, which means that no second item exists in the absolute plane
(ekameva advitiyam Brahma). This absolute plane can’t exist in view of the
soul, which is a component (awareness) of the created product or world.
The soul is always in the relative plane unable to touch the unimaginable
God even by intelligence or by experience. It is said that God can be known
by experience only (Anubhavaika Vedyam Brahma). This means that the
existence of God is made experienced through the miracles by the soul. The
Veda says that existence of unimaginable God alone can be achieved by
soul (astiityeva upalabdhavyah). Existence of unimaginable God is the only
identification or the aspect of experience of the soul.]
7) Tadicchaa nohyajnaanakriyaiva na chit sarvam dahati naagnih
sarvakaaranatvaat tasyohyachittaa naastikaakarshanaayaiva na
jnaanamaatrasaamyam chidavataaramaatram vaa.
[The unimaginable God wished to create this world for His
entertainment (Ekaakii na ramate, sa idam sarvamasrujata— Veda). By
this, you should not think that God is awareness or has awareness in Him.
Awareness is generated by matter and energy together. Before creation,
matter and energy never existed and hence, this awareness observed by us
in this world was not present in unimaginable God. If it is imaginable item,
you can analyze that whether it is inert matter or inert energy or non-inert
awareness. These three are components of creation and by deciding one as
the unimaginable God, you are concluding that God is a component of
creation and not the creator of this entire world. Since every item or quality
was created by Him, He can do any action without being that specific
acting material. He can think without being awareness. He can burn
everything in the final dissolution without being energy. By His wish a dry
grass blade couldn’t be burnt by fire as said in the Veda. He can stop the
action of any acting material also just by His wish since every action is
connected to a specific material by His wish only! Lack of this deep
analysis misled the followers of Shankara to think that God is awareness,
awareness is soul and soul must be God. This chocolate that soul is God
was given to atheists by Shankara so that they will accept at least the
existence of God in the first step (soul is awareness, God is awareness, soul
is God and God exists since soul exists). You may say that the three divine
preachers unanimously accepted that God is awareness in commenting the
Brahma Sutra (Ekshateh naashabdam). Yes. The unimaginable God has (or
is) awareness, but, doesn’t have materialized nervous system and inert
7
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energy to generate awareness as in the case of a human being. This means
that the awareness generated in the God was without nervous system and
energy. The awareness found in the living beings is imaginable for us due
to the generating devise. But, the awareness in God is unimaginable, which
is generated without the required device. Hence, unimaginable awareness
exists in God or God is unimaginable awareness (since two unimaginable
items can’t co-exist). Awareness means the work of knowing. The
unimaginable God does the work of knowing everything without having the
imaginable awareness due to omnipotence or unimaginable power.
Therefore, at any cost, you can’t say that this imaginable awareness (soul)
is that unimaginable awareness (God) by blindly taking a simple similar
word ‘awareness’ without analysis. We can bring another interpretation for
the statement that God is this imaginable awareness. This means that God is
always associated with imaginable awareness or human soul while coming
down as human incarnation. He is never associated with inert items. The
item associated with its possessor can be used to call the possessor. We can
call the seller (possessor) of apples by calling him “Oh apples! Come here”.
By this, you can’t conclude that the seller of apples is actually the apples!]
8) Ramanam dharmapraadhaanyaat na parasya duhkhaayaa
vidyaalayasthaapakasyeva.
[The unimaginable God wished to create this world for entertainment.
Entertainment shall be always followed by justified ways so that the
entertained items are not unduly exploited! Hence, you can never blame
God that His entertainment resulted in your suffering. A rich person started
a college for his entertainment to pass on the time. He established the
college very well, with excellent teachers and justified examination system.
One student failed and blames the owner of the college that he got the
misery of failure since the college was established for the owner’s
entertainment. Is this valid? At least, if all the students failed, there can be
some possibility for this case. The misery and happiness of the soul is due
to its own deeds. In the college continuous counseling was given that every
student should read well to pass in the exams. But this student neglected the
advice and never studied to fail in the end. Such failure has no connection
with the secondary entertainment of the owner of the college, who took all
the care in justified establishment of the college and in giving continuous
spiritual preaching to humanity.]
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9) Muulaprakrutyaakaashasrashtaa paramavyomni shaktirupam
Dattamisham tridhoktam sasarja jiivagrahanaaya tena
taadaatmyam praapa cha.
[The unimaginable God created the space in the beginning. Hence,
there was a situation when space alone existed without matter, gross energy
and awareness. This space being subtle energy acts as the root material
(Mula Prakruti) for the further creation. Along with this subtle energy, a
human form was created occupying some holy space called as
Paramavyoma by the Veda and awareness was also created in that form.
Even though materialized nervous system is absent, the awareness was also
created by super technology of unimaginable God. Thus, the first relative or
imaginable awareness was created in this first energetic body, which
perceives the created subtle energy and further creation as full reality. The
subtle energy in the form of space accommodates the volume of the
energetic body of the first created energetic form. The unimaginable God
merged with this first energetic form and the first energetic incarnation
called as Eshwara resulted. The unimaginable God made Eshwara as His
permanent address and hence, Eshwara is eternal, though had beginning.
Since unimaginable God merged with Eshwara through perfect monism,
you can call Eshwara also as beginningless (since unimaginable God is
beginningless). Further creation was done by Eshwara (unimaginable God
in the form of Eshwara). Air, fire, water, earth, plants, awareness are
created subsequently by Eshwara or unimaginable God. The upper worlds
made of energy (Rajas) contain energetic beings, which are souls
(awareness) in energetic bodies. The human beings along with other living
beings (Tamas with Rajas) were created on the earth. All these beings have
awareness (Sattvam). The upper energetic worlds along with energetic
beings are invisible to human beings. But, the souls present in the human
beings leave the materialized bodies and enter into energetic bodies to go to
the upper energetic worlds after their death. Eshwara was called as Datta,
meaning that the unimaginable God is given to souls as visible God (Datta
means given). Datta is always seen by energetic beings in the upper
worlds and is also seen rarely by human devotees. Eshwara was also
called as Hiranyagarbha while creating the world, called as Narayana while
ruling the world and called as Sada Shiva while destroying the world.]
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10) Praarambhanohyam syaat nohyaikohyam vaa dvaitatraite
tadvapuramsha eva jiivah dharmabodhaaya doshanishedhashcha
nohyohyayorasaadrushyam.
[The starting point of Shankara was the absolute plane before
creation. The starting point of Ramanuja and Madhva was the first
energetic incarnation taken as Narayana since the present status of the
world is the stage of ruling. Since the unimaginable God is merged with the
Eshwara or mediated God, the unimaginable God is not given a separate
place since He cannot be imagined even by intelligence. Hence, the
mediated God is said to be the basis or permanent address of unimaginable
God (Brahmanopi pratisthaaham- Gita). The mediated God or Narayana is
taken as the absolute God, along with co-existing source material of
creation or subtle energy or space (Mula Prakruti). Soul, inert world and
mediated God are the three items (traitam) existing in the relative plane.
If soul is taken as part of the world, only two items (dvaitam) exist, which
are creation and creator (mediated God). Even though soul is a part of
creation, it is given a separate status in the creation differentiating it
(awareness) from the rest inert world. Ramanuja told the soul as a part of
mediated God. This does not mean that soul is a part of unimaginable God.
This means that soul is a part of the body (energy) along with awareness or
medium of God. This is reasonable since awareness along with energy is an
energetic being only. Even if you take human being having matter also
along with energy and awareness, matter being a form of energy can fit as a
part of the energetic body of mediated God. Such statement was given by
Ramanuja to wipe the tears of spiritual aspirants, who were denied from the
monism of God given by Shankara. Madhva denied this also by saying
that soul is totally different from God since the defects of the souls should
not touch even the body of the God. Madhva confined God to the mere
energetic form created by unimaginable God. Ramanuja took the world also
as an external body (Vishva rupa) so that the soul becomes a direct part of
the body of God. The intention of Ramanuja was that God feels this
creation as His own body, which should not be disturbed by the defects of
the souls. This warns every soul to rectify its defects (at least with due
devotion to God). Shankara also allowed monism with a view that the soul
on feeling itself as God will behave in a noble way supporting justice
always. When these concepts were misused by the souls, Madhva
separated the soul totally from mediated God. Datta Swami never allowed
any connection of soul with God since God is taken as the unimaginable
10
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item and hence, no connection can be attempted between unimaginable
(God) and imaginable (soul) items.]
11) Saparamaadyamaadyasya param dvayoh
Vishishtaadvaitamavataareshu dvaitamanyajiiveshu tadadvaitam
parivartanaaya smaranaruddhaashcha bhaktaashcha
syaadadvaitam kasyachidanipsitam dvaitasahaayena dvaite syaat
yajamaanash cha.
[The absolute plane of unimaginable God before creation represents
exclusively Shankara. The relative plane with the mediated God and
creation represents both Ramanuja and Madhva. The Vishishta Advaita of
Ramanuja gives the concept of incarnations of God, which are either
energetic or human. The unimaginable God merged with the first energetic
form resulting in first energetic incarnation called as Datta. Further,
energetic and human incarnations deal with the entry of Datta in to selected
specific energetic and human beings. Except the first energetic form called
as Datta, the unimaginable God enters other incarnations only through
Datta and not directly. Datta merges with energetic or human being through
perfect monism and the resulting incarnation is either energetic or human
respectively. This merge is union between two Vishishta items (Vishishta
means the item or Visheshya possessing a quality or Visheshana. Lotus is
visheshya and blue colour is Visheshana. The blue lotus flower is
Vishishta.). Datta is one Vishishta item in which the unimaginable God is
mediated with energetic body. The energetic being or human being is
another Vishishta item in which the soul is mediated with energetic or
human body. Both these Vishishta items (Datta and energetic or human
being) merge through perfect monism (Advaita) resulting in one energetic
or human incarnation, which is God Datta alone as the end result. Such
perfect monism between two Vishishta items to result in incarnations is the
actual idea of Vishishta Advaita of Ramanuja. The word Advaita is not
perfect in showing just similarity between God having universal body and
soul having human body (or energetic body). If such similarity is the actual
idea of Ramanuja, He could have used the word precisely as Vishishta
saadrushya. Hence, if Shankara represents the unimaginable God in
absolute plane without any second item, Ramanuja represents the relative
plane in which the formation of incarnations from God Datta (Narayana) is
dealt with. Madhva represents the relationship between God and ordinary
soul as perfect dualism (Dvaita). As far as Shankara is concerned, He not
only represented the absolute plane, but also the relative plane of Ramanuja
and Madhva. Shankara used the absolute plane as a biscuit for attracting the
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atheistic child and such inevitable concept shall be understood as per the
context in which He was placed. When everybody was an atheist only
(either Purvamimaamsaka or Buddhist), God incarnated as Shankara and
turned all atheists into theists showing the monism biscuit. If you realise
the context of the preacher, you will not misunderstand His concept.
Shankara told that if one uses the continuous memory that he is God, he
will become God. But, by such path, God was not attained by any soul.
Then, He suggested that the practical effect of ignorance (Vikshepa) is very
strong and can be removed only by the grace of Eshwara or mediated God.
Thus, He slowly brought the atheist into relative plane to become a devotee
of mediated God in perfect dualism. This is the talent of preacher using the
psychology of the student. Many of the atheists turned into theists standing
in real dualism worshiping mediated God. But, some of them still were
having the idea of future monism. Such ambitious psychology can’t be
brought to the lowest ground level of reality by saying that God is totally
different from soul. Hence, Ramanuja appeared, who is the incarnation of
same God Shankara. This means that Shankara reappeared as Ramanuja to
correct His disciples and lead them into right dualism in which the soul
shall worship the mediated God without any aspiration for monism or for
any other benefit. The concentration of Ramanuja and Madhva was
mainly on the followers of Shankara, who didn’t come into dualism (in
spite of Shankara’s advice), sticking to the level of constant memorization
of monism only. A soul is not already God, but, can become God through
human incarnation provided the soul doesn’t wish for it and God only
wishes to use the soul as His medium to propagate the spiritual knowledge,
which is masked by wrong interpretations frequently. This is clearly
revealed by Shankara that monism is the wish or grace of Eshwara only and
not of the soul (Eshwaraanugrahadeva). Hence, a soul becoming God is
not totally false, but, is true in the case of a specific soul selected by God.
The specification of soul is truth, but, the generalization of the soul was
dilution of the actual concept for the sake of atheists. Ramanuja told that
soul is not God, but, a part of God. Ramanuja is the intermediate earth-level
for the discouraged devotee falling from the hope of monism-sky. Since
Monism will never result if the soul aspires total or partial oneness with
God, which results only if the soul is in perfect dualism without any
aspiration, Madhva finally told that God and soul are totally different. Such
concept of total difference removes the aspiration of total or partial oneness
with God, which is the basis for attaining perfect monism with God by
becoming incarnation. Hence, Ramanuja and Madhva helped the soul to
attain the perfect monism with God. The misled follower of Shankara
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couldn’t attain perfect monism since the follower always stood aspiring the
monism with God. Ramanuja and Madhva helped the follower of Shankara
to attain the real monism by standing always in perfect dualism only. The
fruit of Ramanuja is monism through incarnation and the fruit of Madhva is
super dualism in which God becomes the servant of devotee. Even the
founder of the dualism, Madhva, maintained the similarly of awareness
between God and soul to give the least consolation-benefit to the soul. But,
the awareness of God is unimaginable whereas the awareness of soul is
imaginable, which brings total separation of God from soul.]
12) Na parinaama vivartau jagatyanirvachaniyakhyaatasya
advayamavatirnam svasyaadyam vartamaanepi parasyaparam
naikatra virodhaaya.
[The absolute plane of unimaginable God is well understood before
the creation of this world and the only receiver of that plane is
unimaginable God Himself. This unimaginable God is not converted into
imaginable world since cause is unimaginable and product is imaginable.
Such impossibility of conversion of unimaginable cause into imaginable
product is mentioned by the Gita (Avyaktam vyaktimaapannam…). Neither
real or apparent modification is justified when God generated the world
since the generation is unimaginable. But, when the unimaginable God
becomes imaginable human (or energetic) being in becoming the
incarnation, we have to accept the real conversion of unimaginable God
into imaginable human or energetic being. In fact, it is not conversion (in
which the milk is exhausted on converting into curd) since God remains as
Himself and becomes the soul simultaneously. The Veda says that the
unimaginable God remains as Himself without any subtraction being
beyond space and at the same time is totally converted into imaginable
being (Sat cha tyat cha abhavat). Here, the point is conversion of
unimaginable God into imaginable soul in the incarnation and not
conversion of imaginable soul into unimaginable God. The omnipotent
God is capable of such conversion whereas the soul with limited potency is
not capable of such conversion. Hence, we call the incarnation as
descended God (Avataara) and not as ascended soul. The absolute plane
still continues even after creation of the world in view of the unimaginable
God and hence, the incarnation says that the absolute plane still exists. In
the Gita, Krishna says that nothing other than Him exists (present tense)
“Mattah parataram kinchit naasti”. The verb naasti (doesn’t exist) is in
present tense. This means that the absolute plane still continues in view of
the unimaginable God. The relative plane continues in view of the medium,
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which perceives the relative plane as full reality. By this, it means that the
incarnation maintains both the planes simultaneously with respect to the
unimaginable God and His imaginable medium. The unimaginable God
alone also can perceive the relative plane with full reality due to His
omnipotence. But, since the medium serves such purpose, the unimaginable
God does not use His unimaginable power for that purpose, which is
alternatively accomplished. The necessity of medium is inevitable to
express Himself before the devotees. Thus, a balance between
unimaginable absolute plane and imaginable relative plane is maintained
simultaneously by the two different references (unimaginable God and His
imaginable medium) avoiding the contradiction since both are not applied
to single reference. Such maintenance of both planes is possible for the
incarnation of unimaginable God and not for the simple soul. Hence,
Krishna, the incarnation of unimaginable God can say that nothing other
than Him exists and the same can’t be told by an ordinary soul.]
13) Nohyamuuhyam drushyaadrushyam jagadishvarau nityau na
sarvayvaapi parimitaavataarah shrutisamanvayo graahyah sa
satyakaamah prajnaani cha.
[The unimaginable domain represents the unimaginable God present
alone in the absolute plane before creation of the world. The invisible subdomain of imaginable domain represents all the energetic incarnations in
the energetic worlds along with energetic beings. The visible sub-domain of
imaginable domain represents all the human incarnations on this earth
along with human beings. The first form in the imaginable domain is the
first energetic incarnation or Datta or Eshwara representing the
unimaginable God merged with Him through perfect monism existing
forever. The creation also remains forever and dissolution of world doesn’t
mean total destruction of creation. It means only the creation going from
gross state to subtle state (avyaktam). The reel of cinema after a show is not
destroyed and is not prepared again for the next show. This means that
Eshwara and the world are eternal once the creation started. The world
had beginning but will never end. Eshwara is also similar to world, but, can
be told as having no beginning also from the view of merged unimaginable
God in Him. God didn’t enter into the world as awareness since awareness
was created during the course of creation of world. Hence, the Veda says
that God is nowhere in the world (neti neti). But, the Veda says that God
entered the world as specific incarnation (Tadevaanu praavishat). The Gita
also says that God enters into a specific human form (maanusheem
tanum...). If you say that a person entered the house, he can be in a single
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room and need not occupy the entire house. You need not be confused that
the Veda said that all this world is God (sarvam khalvidam) since God
entered and occupied the entire world. The meaning of this statement can
be taken as that this entire world is under the control of God (tadadhina
prathamaa) since the name of the owner is mentioned for the property
owned by him. You need not be confused that Lord entered and pervaded
the entire world (Eshaavaasyamidam… Veda) since there it is told that
Lord pervades any selected mini world (human body) present in the world
(jagatyaam jagat). Lord pervades the entire mini world in and out (kimchit
jagat... Antarbahishcha… Veda). Clear practical proof is that a specific
human incarnation alone exhibits miracles and excellent knowledge
(identification marks told by the Veda as satyakaamah, prajnaanam) and
not every soul. The word Prajnaanam means excellent knowledge and not
mere awareness.]
14) Iirshyaahantayaa ubhayatra bhrashtah Raamaacharanam
Krishnoktam kaaryam bahuhetubhih Krishno jneyah mahimnaa
sarve jnannena daityaah tyaajyaah parikshaa jiivakrute prakatita
shaktyaameva bhedah.
[Human incarnation is relevant to humanity since clarification of
spiritual knowledge can be obtained in free atmosphere without excitation
since God is in human form looking like ordinary human being exhibiting
the natural properties of medium like birth, hunger, thirst etc. Even though
these properties of medium help in free mixing, these develop the
repulsion between common media due to ego and jealousy towards cohuman form resulting in missing the human incarnation here. When this
soul goes to the upper world after death in energetic body, same principle
becomes active and the energetic incarnations there are also missed. The
soul misses God always here and there. God came in human form called as
Rama as ideal human being to preach the ideal practice to humanity
(Aadarshamaanusha). Hence, He always declared Himself as human being
only. Krishna came to project God (Leelaamaanusha) and declared Himself
as God in the Gita. You must act as Rama acted or as Krishna told in the
Gita. You shall not imitate Krishna in action without understanding that
Krishna is projected God and Gopikas are sages for several births craving
for salvation from strong worldly bonds called as Eshanaas (with life
partner, with issues and with wealth). Krishna tested them by stealing
butter-wealth (bonds with wealth and issues are tested) and by dancing with
Gopikas (bond with life partner is tested). After the test, He never returned.
He didn’t repeat this test anywhere since sages were not existing anywhere
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else. Due to several such reasons, Krishna must be properly understood and
understanding the Bhagavatam is said to be a test for scholars. You can do
the first stage of filtration of God from all other ordinary souls by miracle
in lifting huge hill for seven days on finger. 99% humanity gets filtered by
miracles. The rest 1% demons doing same miracles (obtained from God
through rigid penance) can be filtered by the excellent spiritual knowledge.
Ravana also lifted hill, but, can be filtered from Krishna since Krishna told
the Gita, the excellent knowledge. In this way, identification of human
incarnation is to be done carefully. Tests are not for the sake of omniscient
God to know the stage of devotee. Tests are for the sake of devotee to
understand his/her correct position so that effort can be put up from that
real point onwards. Same unimaginable God exists in every incarnation
and hence, there is no difference between any two incarnations from the
point of the same possessor of full power or God existing in every
incarnation. Rama is said to be full (purna) incarnation of 12 kalas whereas
Krishna is said to be fullest (paripurna) incarnation of 16 kalas. The
difference is only in the exhibited power of the incarnation as required by
the context and not in the possessed power of the same unimaginable
God. Based on this only, incarnations of Kala, Amsha, Aavesha etc., are
divided. Some are fond of a specific incarnation only like Jambavaan
accepting Rama and refusing Krishna. The inner unimaginable God is one
and the same and difference is in the external form of the media only.]
15) Tridhaa svayam prakatayati bhktaavasthaamanusrutya
trimataachaaryamatasamanvayena Raadhaa Hanumantau
vartamaanamaanushamevaashritau naanyam.
[The human incarnation comes for climax devotees, who wish to see
and talk with God directly. The Omnipotent God is totally converted in to a
specific human form to fulfill the wish of devotees. The Omnipotent God
appears as human form with 100% conversion since there is no need for
cheating the devotees in the case of omnipotent God. Thus, perfect monism
of Shankara can be realized in the case of human incarnation (or energetic
incarnation) meant for climax devotees. Hanuman and Radha are such
climax devotees for whom Rama and Krishna are total God respectively.
Both these devotees worshiped their contemporary human incarnations only
and not the unimaginable God or energetic incarnation or statue of
energetic incarnation or statue of previous human incarnation. God comes
in human form in every generation to avoid partiality to one generation
only. But, due to ego and jealousy, lesser grade of devotees finds basic
dualism between God and human soul in the human incarnation.
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Dharmaraja praised Krishna as God on several occasions, but didn’t tell a
lie when Krishna requested him. This is the middle stage of Ramanuja in
which a special monism results due to inseparable (Apruthak karanam) God
and soul. The example for this is electrified wire in which wire acts as
electricity (since gives shock touched anywhere) for all practical purposes.
Still electricity as stream of electrons and wire as a chain of metallic
crystals exist separately. The least stage observed in all ordinary souls as
observed by Madhva is perfect dualism between God and soul. The
electricity is in power house. The non-electrified wire is in our house in to
which connection with power house is not given. These three stages
represent the soul to be father, son of the father and messenger of the
master respectively. The third stage is “I am in the light”. The second stage
is “The light is in me”. The first stage is “I am the light”. The same human
incarnation presents Himself in all the three stages according to the grade of
the devotee. The percentage of ego and jealousy of the devotee is known
to the omniscient human incarnation, which projects itself accordingly.]
16) Vruddhatamam Brahma bahutvena param tebhyah Parabrahmeti
pruthak vaachyam maunasuuchyam.
[The word Brahman is used for God everywhere in the scripture. But,
the same word is used for every greatest item in its related category. For
example, the Veda is called as Brahman being the greatest among the
category of scriptures. Similarly, food, life, mind, intelligence, bliss etc.,
are also called as Brahman or greatest among their specific categories. Even
the soul is called as Brahman by Shankara since it is the greatest among the
imaginable items of the world. But, unimaginable God is greater than even
this soul and naturally is greater than any other Brahman (like food, mind
etc.,). The unimaginable God is beyond space and hence, is beyond any
imaginable Brahman. This sense of ‘beyond’ is indicated by the word
‘para’ and the unimaginable God is best represented by the word
‘Parabrahman’ rather than Brahman by which confusion may be avoided.
Such unimaginable God can’t be touched by any word and hence, He is
best represented by silence as told by Shankara (mounavyaakhyaa prakatita
Parabrahma tattvam).
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Chapter 2

UTTARAARDHA CHARCHAA
(Second Half Part Discussion)
[March 15, 2018]

1) Ajnaataparidhiraakaashasyaasti Brahmaviditah yadanantaram
nohyamaparimaanam syaadeva vijnaanamaunam naastikajalpah.
[Science discussed a lot about the boundary of space and beyond it.
This boundary is unreachable for any human being and hence, is called as
infinite. Unreachable need not be infinite. The finite space also can be
unreachable since very very long finite space is also unreachable. Since
space is creation of God, its boundary must be known to omniscient God
and hence, space must be finite and unreachable for humanity. If it is finite,
beyond it, something should exist. Science itself asks about the nature of
the item present beyond the boundary wall of space. Anything beyond
space is unimaginable. The reason is that an item beyond space must not
have space in it. It must not have spatial dimensions and hence, must not
have volume. Even if you concentrate for millions of years, you cannot
imagine a volumeless item. Hence, space is finite having boundary, which
is unreachable by us, beyond which some unimaginable item must exist,
which is called as unimaginable God by us. If space is infinite, it must not
have boundary. Hence, science calls space as infinite without boundary and
therefore, there is nothing beyond its non-existent boundary. Hence, there is
no reference of God in science. But, we prove the existence of
unimaginable God, who is the source of unimaginable miracles seen in the
world. Beyond the boundary of imaginable space (hence, we say that space
is finite having boundary), proper place must be given to an unimaginable
item that is proved by miracles. Science, unable to give the reason behind
miracles, neither accepts these miracles (due to the inability of explanation)
nor rejects miracles since these miracles are seen in the world. Hence,
science is silent about God and miracles. This is sincere right path of
research. Atheists are not scientific since they abandon miracles saying
that miracles are simply magic. In case of genuine miracle, they say that
science will explain these miracles tomorrow and that tomorrow never
comes! Science never says so!]
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2) Nityavyaaptiraakaashasya suradrushtyaa samanvitah shruteh.
[Science says that space is expanding constantly. But, Einstein feels
that space is totally non-existent. There is no meaning of expansion of nonexistent item. If you treat space as infinite and say that the universe
consisting of energy and matter is expanding, such expansion must result
in the decrease of its density and disintegration of items in the universe,
which are not experienced by us. You can say that fresh energy is created,
which is converting into matter (and awareness also if you feel that
awareness exists apart from the earth), then, the expansion of the universe
is possible. In such case, there is no harm in saying that space is also a form
of subtle energy and constant creation of energy means constant creation of
space or subtle energy and subsequent constant creation of matter (and
awareness). This means that the universe or space is constantly being
created. This constant expansion (by creation) of the space or universe is
needed to prove that the space is expanding so that no human being can
reach the boundary of space and see the unimaginable item existing beyond
it. This means that unreachable nature of space is not inherent characteristic
of the space itself, but, is relative due to the impossibility of human being to
touch the unimaginable God existing beyond it. You may doubt that the
humanity is not travelling with such high velocity so that the present
existing finite space has to expand further to make the human being unable
to touch the unimaginable God. It is true if the reference is humanity only.
In this creation, apart from humanity on the earth, there are upper energetic
worlds in which energetic beings called as angels exist. Even if these
energetic beings (angels) travel with very high terrible velocity, they are
also unable to touch the boundary of space so that they cannot touch the
unimaginable God. For such requirement, the space has to expand with
more speed so that all the boundaries extend further by which even the
angels do not touch the boundary of space. The Veda says that even angels
could not obtain the unimaginable God (Nainat devaa aapnuvan…). Hence,
the expansion of universe is with reference to the angels and not with
reference to the humanity. Thus, the constant expansion of the universe
proposed by science is correlated with the Vedic statement.]
[March 25, 2018]

3) Vijnaanepyanishchitattvasutraat anoohyamapi sadeva.
[Unimaginable God is undetectable by our human brains.
‘Undetectable’ does not mean that it does not exist. The simultaneous
position and momentum of electron are undetectable by the most
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sophisticated electron microscope. When this instrument is used, the
focussed beam attacks the electron and its position is disturbed. Hence, this
microscope is unable to detect the exact position of the electron and
hence, is unable to calculate the simultaneous momentum of the electron
in its original position. This does not mean that the exact position and
simultaneous momentum of electron do not co-exist. They exist, but, are
undetectable to the instrument since the equipment used is crude before the
sensitivity of the values of electron. This is propounded by Heisenberg as
Uncertainty Principle in Science. Similarly, the sensitivity of the status of
unimaginable God is very sharp compared to the crudeness of the
imagination done by our intelligence-equipment. God, being the generator
of space, does not have space in Him. The product can’t exist in its cause
before its generation and if it exists, it is said to be existent even before its
generation, which is impossible. God, having no space or spatial
dimensions in Him, has no length, width and height. He is beyond space,
having no volume. Any item beyond space can never be imagined by
anybody even on concentrating for millions of years! Therefore, God
exists, even though unimaginable for our intelligence.]
4) Anuuhysya ekatvaat vibhutidrishyanohyashaktih parabrahmaivah
nendrajaalam doorepi darshanaat.
[You should not argue that the existence of unimaginable God should
be verified through natural explanations and not by unnatural or
unscientific explanations. Nature means creation. Every item in the creation
has spatial dimensions and hence, is not beyond space. It is having spatial
dimensions and is imaginable. Your objection is that God is to be explained
through natural concepts. We can explain the existence of unimaginable
God even though we can’t explain the nature of God. The Veda also says
that only the existence of God can be proved and not His nature
(Asteetyeva…, Atarkyah…). We never say that we will explain the nature of
God. We openly say that God is unimaginable, which means that the nature
of God is beyond imagination. But, we can explain and prove the existence
of God through natural concepts. If we examine a genuine miracle, it
involves natural items and natural concepts only. Whenever the recent
human incarnation Shri Satya Sai Baba created sacred ash or some material,
His hand creating that is visible and natural. The rotation of His hand in
circular way is also visible and natural. The produced item from space is
also visible and natural. Only the mechanism or power of production of an
item from space is unimaginable. All these visible natural items and
natural processes indicate the final result that an item from the space is
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produced in unimaginable way. Hence, the unimaginable mechanism or
power exists. We say that this unimaginable power or mechanism itself is
unimaginable God because there can’t exist two unimaginable items. Any
number of unimaginable items result only as one unimaginable item.
Hence, we can’t say that there exists unimaginable God and separately
unimaginable power. Hence, this unimaginable power itself is
unimaginable God. We use the terminology like unimaginable God and
unimaginable power for the sake of explaining to the human brains, which
are based on the worldly logic. In the world, we find the source of power
like Sun and his power like Sunlight as two different items. Based on this
worldly logic only we use the terms unimaginable God and unimaginable
power separately for a better clarification to the human brains. Therefore,
once the existence of unimaginable power is proved, the existence of
unimaginable God is proved by itself. Hence, the existence of unimaginable
God is testable, which is the basic requirement of science for the proof of
any concept. Hence, the existence of unimaginable God is to be accepted
through the authority of perception and its deductive knowledge, which
alone is believed by science as single authority. There is no need of
inference and its inductive knowledge in the explanation of the genuine
miracle. The testability can be implemented by the scientist in seeing that
such generation of an item from the space is not through the magic. In this
point, it is open. The generation of divine ash and special scented nectar
from the photos of Baba and other forms of God were also clearly visible
and proved beyond any doubt, which can’t be misinterpreted as magic. A
magician may generate a hidden item from the hand through magic. But,
sacred ash and nectar can’t be generated by his photos which are existing
far from him! Hence, the testability of genuine miracle is proved beyond
any doubt, which clearly establishes the existence of unimaginable God.]
[March 31, 2018]

5) Veedaanta vijnaanam kevala pratyakshaat vibhutiinaam
Neendra jaala nirupitaanaam.
[A miracle is exhibited by unimaginable God present in a human
incarnation in this world, which is open to falsifiability or testability for any
scientist. Everybody has open chance to disprove it as false magic. Does
falsifiability mean that the miracle must be disproved as false? Some
genuine miracles also are similar to false magic and may create a doubt in
our minds that whether the miracle is false magic. But, there are several
miracles, which are testable and leave no trace of scope to be disproved as
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false magic. A patient suffering with cancer in advanced stage approached
Shri Satya Sai Baba, who told “Your cancer is cancelled”. The patient is
again tested by doctors, who found the result of test as negative! What type
of magic you can expect in this genuine miracle for your testability? The
human incarnation will not approach you to get His miraculous powers
tested to get a certificate from you! Several top scientists approached Baba
and observed the miracles very closely becoming total believers. God
shows miracles before such people only about whom He has some hope of
transformation in future due to exhibition of a miracle. If there is no such
hope, God will not exhibit miracles for getting an appreciation certificate
from people. So many people are getting experience of miraculous powers
of God in their lives since from a very long past time. Absolute majority of
humanity in this world believes in the existence of unimaginable God
answering their problems through unimaginable ways. Only a meager
minority does not believe in the existence of God. God doesn’t care for this
negligible minority. He comes down in to this world only to strengthen the
belief of theists so that theists doing sins are controlled and transformed
in to real devotees. Spiritual knowledge can be called as spiritual science
based on only perception as single authority in the case of genuine miracles,
which can never be disproved as false by anybody. Only people fascinated
to do sins without fear of inevitable punishments are becoming atheists.
Only people burning with jealousy and ego discard personal God or human
incarnation and stress on impersonal God.
6) Vijnaanavyatirekam na tattvam yat puurvavarti jnaanameva.
Naastikaah niraakaranalolaah sarvadaa. Naikasya doshaat
Muulasarvasiddhantabhangah.
[We give high respects and regards to science for proving several
blind spiritual practices as false and controlled several false theists
exploiting innocent public in the name of false faiths. We don’t support
theists and oppose scientists blindly. Several concepts formulated by
ancient sages in logic were proved wrong by science. For example, sound
was said to be property of space, which is totally wrong. Sound can’t
propagate in space without moving particles. Of course, volume
(parimaana) was said to be another property of space and this point is
appreciable. Lack of experimental facilities was their drawback. Similarly,
some ancient sages felt that awareness is God and this is also proved wrong
by science. Science clearly proved that awareness is a specific work form of
inert energy generated in a specific functioning nervous system. God is the
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creator of this entire universe, composed with huge matter and energy.
Awareness can’t create even an atom of matter and even a single radiation
of energy. This single practical point is sufficient to say that awareness is
not God. Thus, science helped the spiritual knowledge in several crucial
points. Science gives deep analysis and correct conclusions in studying this
creation or imaginable domain, with the help of which we can discard every
item of this creation to be God and arrive at the conclusion that whatever
leftover is God, who is unimaginable being beyond imaginable domain.
This point is exactly told in the Veda (Neti Neti).
While studying divine scriptures, we shall not take the general
meanings of the words used in scripture. The words have some inner
meanings, which shall be taken carefully. For example, the meaning of
lamb used in Christian scripture is God. God is as pure as the most innocent
lamb. It is also told that God created this universe in six days. Here, day
means step. He created six items in six steps. Space, air, fire, water, earth
and awareness. The food contains all the five elements and the life with
awareness is generated from food. This is in agreement with evolution,
which says that life is generated after creation of inert universe. If you
belong to God, you must belong to every religion in the world since same
God preached the same subject in different languages and in different styles
based on the different cultures.
Our special regards for science are due to one dignified point, which
is that science never created a chapter in its books under the headline
“Disproving Miracles and God”. This shows that they are keeping silent on
unimaginable God, which is the best explanation for God as per scriptures
also. This is the difference between science and atheism. Atheism has only
one chapter, which is rejection of God and miracles. We agree that some
theists exploited public in the name of God and miracles. But, you can’t
reject the entire system for the fault of somebody. You can’t say that the
examination system itself is wrong if one student copied and passed. You
must catch such student and debar him. For his sake, you shall not cancel
the entire examination system and harm genuine students! All scientists are
not atheists and all atheists are not scientists. Top most scientists like
Einstein, Newton etc., were also top most theists. The brain of Einstein was
subjected to research!
I am not partial as a fan of scriptures and against to science. All old is
not gold and all latest is not the best. It is told that we have to examine both
to pick up truths and to reject false on any side (santah
pareekshyaanyatarat...). It is also said that a biased fellow drinks salt water
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from a well saying that his father got that well dug (kshaaram jalam
kaapurushaah...)!
Do not have a poor impression on Me that I am only a scholar of
ancient scriptures. I am also a scientist inventing a new supersonic
technique for estimating heterogeneity in materials with lot of Research
publications. I never studied Sanskrit from anybody. Suddenly knowledge
of Sanskrit and scriptures appeared in My brain without studying them. I
wrote 100 books in Sanskrit on philosophy by 16 years age. Is it not a
genuine miracle of God? Sorry for speaking about Myself. I have to speak
this to remove biased impression from your minds.
It is matter of extreme happiness to note Dr. John Lennox, Professor
in University of Oxford saying “I don’t reject the explanation of science to
reveal the mechanism of boiling the water on stove. I humbly say about
the previous step that I wanted to drink coffee for which I have kept the
water on the stove”. This is very good explanation, which indicates that
creation of universe by God doesn’t oppose science in any way.
You want to observe miracles performed by God in human form
personally and study like an examiner asking the student of science for
demonstration of a practical experiment to give him pass marks and
certificate of degree! This shows the ego in you. You can observe audiovideo system in which performance of several miracles among public by
Baba were recorded. You can observe those cassettes and satisfy your
desire. You are using this system in science also.
[April 7, 2018]

7) Aneka vaijnaagnikanaam puurvapaksha prashnaah,
Samaadhiyante taduchitasiddhaantaih.
[The arguments raised by scientists have been answered as given
below:i) When a miracle is observed, how can you draw the conclusion about
unimaginable God from it?
Reply:- When you also observe a miracle, you are also saying that the
cause of the miracle is inexplicable or unimaginable. We also say the
same. Such unimaginable cause is called by us as unimaginable God.
You need not doubt that the cause of the miracle is some
unimaginable phenomenon or power and is not the source of
unimaginable power to be called as unimaginable God. Any number
of unimaginable items result only in one unimaginable item, called as
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unimaginable God by us. In imaginable items, imaginable
phenomenon is different from imaginable power, which is different
from imaginable source. Such distinction is not possible in
unimaginable domain. Even this domain is unimaginable God only.
Hence, you need not argue with us on this point since whatever is
concluded by you is also concluded by us, which is that the
phenomenon of a genuine miracle is unimaginable.
ii) Knowledge of inference or induction is always doubtful. You are
inferring unimaginable God from miracle?
Reply:- When we observe the miracle, the miracle is visible to our eyes
(indriyaartha sannikarshah) and this is clear perception. From this
miracle, we are drawing the knowledge of the existence of
unimaginable mechanism, called as unimaginable God. This
knowledge drawn from the perceived miracle is deduction of
perception and not induction of inference. Even in the inference,
unless you come with proof of contradiction (vyatireka), our
correlation (anvaya) is not affected to cause the doubt. Correlation
means the existence of effect (smoke) wherever its cause (fire) exists,
so that we can extend this to any case and this extension is called as
‘vyaapti’. The contradiction comes on seeing the fog, which is the
same smoke. The fog does not lead you to the fire and hence, this is a
contradiction (avyaapti due to vyatireka). On seeing smoke coming
from hill, it may lead to the actual fire existing on the hill or may not
lead to the fire if it is fog. ‘Fog does not lead you to fire’ is already
established proof of contradiction. Since, you have come with
proved contradiction, both correlation and contradiction have
equal probability resulting in doubt (samshaya). You may say that
magic looking like miracle is the contradiction. We agree to this and
say that the case here is genuine miracle about which you have also
drawn the conclusion that its phenomenon is unimaginable. Hence,
the observation of miracle is totally perception and not inference.
Since perception is your single authority, the statement to say that
genuine miracle is unimaginable is common to both of us since you
have also drawn the same conclusion. You may say that you will
explain the phenomenon by tomorrow. Ok, we welcome it and wish
you full success also. But, till tomorrow, atleast till the end of today,
you must accept that the phenomenon is unimaginable and we call
this phenomenon as unimaginable God. Such acceptance is a
tradition of your science also.
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iii) The phenomenon and its explanation must be natural as in science.
Reply:- The genuine miracle is natural since you are also seeing with
your big eyes clearly existing in nature. Natural means that which is
seen in nature or creation or this world. The miracle is natural. The
phenomenon of the miracle is beyond the explicable laws of nature
and hence, its explanation can’t be done with the help of the natural
laws already understood by you. If there is such possibility, you
could have explained the miracle. You also agree that such
possibility never exists and hence, you also call the phenomenon of
the miracle to be beyond nature. If you say that since the explanation
is beyond natural laws, it should be rejected due to absence of natural
explanation, this is horrible step on your side. This means that if you
are unable to explain anything, it should be thrown out! You are
fencing yourself in your very limited area. The genuine miracle is
seen by the public also. You must explain the phenomenon of the
miracle to the public and disprove it as false magic. It is your
responsibility. If you escape from your responsibility, you will be
rejected by the public. When the scented nectar is flowing from the
photos of God before a crowd of devotees, you must prove it as false
magic or you must give the mechanism of such phenomenon
through the natural laws. A fellow defeated in boxing falling down
keeps his hand on the back of the winner sitting on him and says that
he has won! Your argument is just like this!
iv) Some of the devotees only say that whenever an item is created by
Baba, that item disappeared from some shop and appeared here. Such
case is not genuine creation of matter. The law of conservation of
energy or matter is maintained.
Reply:- Some of our devotees, who are jealous about the Human
Incarnation speak like that. Assuming that what they speak is true,
even such disappearance of an item in one place and reappearance in another place itself is unimaginable. Can such
devotees do this miracle so that let an item disappear in one place
and re-appear in another place (in their hands)! Whenever Baba
created some items by moving His hand, Dr. Suri Bhagavantam, a
famous scientist, was thinking in similar way, having faith in law of
conservation of energy or matter. One day, he went to Baba with his
fellow scientists to see Him for the first time. Then, Baba moved His
hand and produced a photo in which Baba along with all those
scientists appeared. Baba gave the photo to Dr. Bhagavantam and
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asked that whether his doubt was cleared! Since, such situation never
existed before and such photo was not taken previously, the creation
of the photo of the present first time situation removed such doubt of
the famous scientist! Several top most scientists have gone to Baba,
closely observed the genuine miracles and became strong devotees.
Baba always welcomed the examination of His miracles by anybody
standing closely. The panel of scientists set by you to examine the
genuine miracles is not superior to these top most scientists, who
observed Baba for about a long span of 75 years of the life time of
Baba (Baba started doing miracles as a boy of 10 years)!
v) How can you extend the concept of unimaginable God beyond the
boundary of world?
Reply:- When the genuine miracle has proved the existence of
unimaginable item and when the impossibility to reach the boundary
of the universe is common to both of us, how can you put this
question to Me? If you take Me to the boundary of the universe and
show to Me that only imaginable item exists beyond the boundary
of world, I will withdraw My statement. The perceptional proof is
absent for both of us, but, I can justify that the unimaginable item
existing beyond boundary can’t be touched and hence, the boundary
is constantly expanding. If imaginable item exists beyond the
boundary of universe, it means that the imaginary universe has no
boundary since it is infinite. If the imaginable domain only exists as
infinite, it means that there is no unimaginable domain. In such
case, how do you explain with genuine miracles seen in this world by
you also as unimaginable? Your proposal can’t give a meaningful
explanation for the constant expansion of universe proposed by
science only. Our proposal explains it with a good meaningful
theory, which is:- Since nobody can touch the unimaginable God
beyond the universe, you can never reach the unimaginable God. In
order to make this as possible, the universe is constantly expanding.
vi) Determinism means a necessary link between cause and effect. The
previous state of world in the beginning of creation was at random. A
single state has several probabilities of different effects. So, the theory
of cause and effect is not scientific as proved by quantum mechanics.
Reply:- A single cause can have different probabilities of giving various
effects. A single lump of mud can give rise to pot, jug, plate, doll etc.
This is diversity of the effect. At the same time, all these effects are
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as black as the lump of mud. This unavoidable link (black colour)
between cause and effect (determinism) stands as the unity in
diversity of various effects. Determinism stands well in saying that a
living being can never be produced from the lump of mud since inert
mud shall produce only inert objects. Randomness or entropy is
spontaneous phenomenon of the universe. The initial state is
justified to exist so. But, the unimaginable God as intellectual cause
being omniscient and omnipotent decreases the entropy so that the
whole universe is forced to be bound with a regular design. Such
maintenance of universe is done by unimaginable God, called as God
Vishnu (the maintainer of world). In case of the absence of God,
this universe must have lost regularity in it and should not have
been in the present well maintained state and this proves the
existence of God!
vii) First, you prove that the existence of unimaginable God
independently is true without the help of miracles. Then, if you apply
the miracles to such God, it will be a natural explanation.
Reply:- Wonderful! Newton invented law of gravitational force on
seeing the apple falling from the tree. If you also say to Newton that
he should prove the existence of the law of gravitational force
without such observation of examples and then the examples must be
applied to the law, which will be scientific natural explanations, how
it looks! Observation of an incident only leads to the establishment
of a law or concept. Since miracles were observed, the existence of
unimaginable God was concluded by humanity. Once upon a time,
even angels became proud of their victory in the war over demons
and thought that the victory was not due to the grace of God but due
to their capacities! Then God appeared and threw a dry blade of grass
before them asking the deity of fire to burn it, asking the deity of air
to throw it and so on asking other deities to prove their powers. All
failed and realized the existence of unimaginable God. Unless the
incident of dry blade of grass was created, such realization about
the existence of unimaginable God could not have come even to the
brains of angels! What to speak about human beings?
[April 14, 2018]

8) Bahusatphalaanaam drushaa tena vibhuutayah
Pradarshitaah natvahamkaaridaityavat.
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[Expression of miracles is very important aspect of spiritual
knowledge. God exhibits miracles not for projecting Himself as omniscient
and omnipotent. Such intention exists with egoistic human beings called as
demons. Their single motive is to project themselves through miracles and
expect all the people to worship them. This is not at all the intention of
God. The only basic intention is that the existence of unimaginable God
must be fully believed so that every soul in this creation must have fear for
unimaginable God. The essence of fear is that even if somebody after
doing a sin, escapes the law and subsequent punishment here through
tactful ways, he/she can’t escape the punishment of the sin to be given by
unimaginable God through unimaginable ways. Fear is essential for any
soul to control the sin immediately like the first aid box necessary to resist
the immediate external infection of the wound temporarily. Knowledge is
like the antibiotic medicine given in the treatment, which takes some time
to give effect. Both fear and spiritual knowledge are essential for the cure of
ignorance-wound. Another important second dimension of the same miracle
is to help a deserving devotee so that he/she can concentrate on the spiritual
effort. The expression of miracles in the case of God is never for
exhibition with pomp and show through ego. Unfortunately, in the case of
almost all the devotees, the second dimension mentioned above is missing
because the devotee getting the benefit of the miracle is anxiously waiting
for the next miracle to solve his/her next problem! In spite of such failure,
God continues the help to devotees through miracles with a hope so that
one day or other the devotee may be transformed. Even though the miracle
failed in bringing a transformation in a devotee, it is not a waste since the
observers of the miracle develop faith in the existence of unimaginable
domain so that others are also encouraged to do good deeds through
developing the devotion to God, which is the fundamental necessity to do a
good deed. Otherwise, everybody will think that why shall he/she do a good
deed in absence of any good fruit for it. Similarly, when sinner is punished
in unimaginable way, the surrounding observers develop fear to do the
sin with the concept that no sinner can escape punishment from the
unimaginable God. The miracles are considered as bad by some scholars
since these develop more and more fascination to worldly benefits to be
attained through miracles. This is true due to practical observation in almost
all the devotees in this world. But, in view of the merits explained above,
the miracles are important. Every system has negative aspects due to which
the system shouldn’t be totally rejected. The defects of the system must be
controlled through invented ways. In the case of God, such problem doesn’t
arise because God is omniscient and does miracles only in the case of
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deserving devotees about whom He has some future hope. He keeps silent
to hopeless devotees. Another good dimension of the miracle is that it
controls the growth of atheism since there are some atheists, who can be
transformed into theists through the observation of a miracle as found in
experience. There is no need for God to demonstrate a miracle before a
panel of scientists because neither projection of self nor getting
appreciation from it is required. For your information, Baba invited any
scientist to come and test the miracle closely for which He never objected
anybody. Every incarnation of God Datta performed miracles and never
made a statement that a panel of scientists is banned to come and observe
the miracle.]
[April 16, 2018]

9) Anuuhyashakteranekatvaat sarvashaktimat naraavataarena
Bhuumim praveshtum shaknoti taduchitameva vaatsalyaat.
[Observation of a miracle in this world proves one type of
unimaginable power. There are several types of miracles proving that there
are several types of unimaginable powers (Paraasya shaktirvividhaiva —
Veda). Since the unimaginable power is unimaginable God (as said by us),
you shall not say that several types of unimaginable Gods result. Agreeing
to such result, we bring the rule again that several unimaginable items can’t
exist. Any number of unimaginable items must result as one
unimaginable item only. We call such unimaginable item by the name
God, to be more careful, we clearly call it as unimaginable God.
The multidimensional unimaginable power proved through different
types of miracles means that God is omnipotent and hence, is omniscient
also. He can do any unimaginable miracle—means that He is
omnipotent. The acceptance of existence of impersonal or abstract God (as
accepted by Einstein) is sufficient for us, who is the intellectual item
controlling all the physical laws of this world since theism is accepted. It is
already proved above that God is omnipotent, which means that God is
powerful to do anything, whether it is imaginable or unimaginable. In such
case, if we say that God became the human incarnation and entered this
world, you can’t object this since it is proved that God is omnipotent. There
are some religions, which agree in the existence of omnipotent God, yet,
disagree to the human incarnation. It is their self-contradiction. If they
say that God can’t become human incarnation, it means they are
contradicting their own concept that God is omnipotent. Then, they shall
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say that God has all powers except this one power. In such case, the word
‘Omnipotent’ must be withdrawn. They may argue that God is omnipotent
and can become human incarnation, but, doesn’t become so since it is
improper to His greatest status (Anauchitya). This argument is also wrong
because to become human incarnation is proper (Auchitya) only. When the
child is weeping for its king –father to get a biscuit from his hands, will the
king-father refuse it saying that it is below his dignity and ask the servant to
give it to his child? Is he so foolish, so egoistic and so mad of his dignity to
hurt his own child? He will come personally and give biscuit to his child
with his own hands. By doing so, the father also gets immensely pleased
enjoying the climax of love! Hence, personal God or human incarnation
is not only possible but also quite proper. Some climax devotees are crying
to see God in person and talk with Him directly to clarify all their doubts.
Their desire is also justified because human beings can’t clear the doubts
so effectively as the divine Father can do it. Therefore, human incarnation
is a total truth. The unimaginable God merges totally with the human form
and becomes one with It. Hence, the devotees have seen the unimaginable
God directly to talk with Him and to serve Him directly and their wish is
fulfilled truly without any trick. The Gita says that God comes through
human form (Maanushiim tanumaashritam).]
[April 25, 2018]

10) Itihaasairniruupyate vartamaanadrushyashravyopakaranaih
pratyakshiikriyate. Madamaatsaryaprakrutih pradhaanahetuh.
Naraah mishramaah naraavataarasya sthitih klishtaa.
[The human incarnations appeared all over the world, which result by
total merge of unimaginable God with a devoted and selected human beingcomponent. These incarnations have done plenty of miracles and the
basis of perceived miracles is human incarnation. A devotee also does
miracles and the source of any miracle is unimaginable God only. The
miracles done through human incarnation are of very high level without
limitations. In foreign countries, Jesus, a human incarnation, did several
miracles. Of course, these miracles were called as magic by Prophet
Mohammed. The context of the Prophet was totally different. He wanted to
eradicate the concept of human incarnation because Jesus was crucified by
undeserving devotees, having climax of ego and jealousy. Swami
Dayananda Saraswati also opposed this concept due to exploitations done
by undeserving false human incarnations. In fact, both by themselves, are
human incarnations! But, they gave more importance to the reformation of
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society than their fame. The main problem with the human incarnation is
that unless the unimaginable power is expressed, recognition does not
come and recognition is necessary for the propagation of spiritual
knowledge. If recognition is obtained, many devotees develop ego and
jealousy towards the fame of human incarnation resulting in criticisms and
crucifixion was the extreme step. Along with the recognition, the
undesirable side reaction is that devotees start exploiting the
unimaginable power for their selfish ends whereas the aim of the
spiritual knowledge is to destroy selfishness! If the unimaginable power is
hidden, recognition does not come and people will not pay attention to the
spiritual knowledge preached by incarnation. To have a balance, miracles
are performed by human incarnations very rarely in the context of most
deserving devotee in order to help him/her in the spiritual progress.
Miracles are never done by human incarnation as a proof for exhibition and
for fame. The human incarnation is perceived specific human being and
hence, by Itself has perceptional authority. The stories of Rama and
Krishna, the famous human incarnations, were composed as the
Ramayanam and the Mahabharatam (along with the Bhagavatam)
respectively. These are not called as epics (kaavyam), but, are called as
itihaasas. Itihaasa means the story that actually happened in the world (iti =
like this, ha = practically happened familiar story, aasa = really took place).
Epic is an imaginary story from the brain of the poet. The former is more
valid due to its practical evidence. The bridge on the sea and excavations
in Kurukshetra are the practical proof for these life histories of both the
human incarnations respectively. Still, atheists may reject these as created
stories. Several human incarnations of Lord Datta (Shripaada Vallabha,
Shri Narasimha Saraswati, Shri Maanikya Prabhu, Shri Akkalkot Maharaj,
Shri Sai Baba, Shri Gulaab Baba, Shri Gajaanana Maharaj, etc.) came in
this Kali age, which did several miracles. Still, atheists may blindly refuse
all these miracles. But, the latest human incarnation is Shri Satya Sai Baba,
who did thousands of miracles in the presence of open public. The atheist
may say that he has not seen Baba. Several audio-video cassettes exist
while Baba performed the miracles. You can’t say that the miracles were
shot as in the cinemas! These miracles were performed in the presence of
open public, not in studios and many a time, famous scientists were
standing very close to Baba! Hence, the atheists can’t deny the human
incarnation and the miracle based on their perceptional authority. The main
problem with any human being is that it cannot tolerate the greatness of the
contemporary human being (incarnation). Human beings may accept the
fame of human beings existed in the past. Hence, most of the devotees
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accept the energetic incarnations and past human incarnations, which are
not present in this world. The Veda says that even angels have this disease
of ego and jealousy towards the fame of any living being existing before its
eyes (paroksha priyaa ivahi devaah pratyakshadvishah). This problem is
not only with atheists, but also with major lot of devotees. Due to this
reason only, the human incarnation acts mainly in the role of a devotee
and not in the role of God. The human incarnation is always in critical
condition like the saying “Well in front and pit in the back”. If miracles are
expressed, it increases selfishness in devotees. If miracles are not
expressed, nobody hears the spiritual knowledge preached. The energetic
incarnation in the upper world is always with easy task since the angels are
with full knowledge. The task of human incarnation is very difficult since
the human beings are in the junction of knowledge and ignorance.]
[April 27, 2018]

11) Trisiddhaantah naraavataare eva na sarvajiiveshu. Anuhyashakteh
yugapadeva sthitih jiivaanaam asuuyaahantayaa.
[The relationship between God and ordinary soul (awareness) is not
the subject of three divine preachers (Shankara, Ramanuja and Madhva). It
is taken in this wrong sense. The relationship between God and human
soul in human incarnation is the subject of these three preachers. The
subject is about the electrified wire and not about ordinary wire without
electricity. A non-electrified wire is in your house, which is thrown away
by your feet while you are walking. The electricity is in the power house far
from your house. What is the relationship that you expect between this
non-electrified wire in your house and electricity present in the power
house? If it is electrified wire, you can’t even touch it. You can have
discussion about the relationship between electrified wire and electricity
present in it since the electrified wire is giving the shock of electricity. You
can discuss whether wire and electricity are different or became one.
Hence, the three theories (monism, monism due to inseparable dualism and
perfect dualism) of the three divine preachers apply only to human
incarnation (electrified wire) only. Hence, the subject is confined to God
and soul in human incarnation (electricity and electrified wire) only and this
should not be extended to God and ordinary soul (electricity and nonelectrified wire).
You can speak about monism (Advaita) since the wire (human beingcomponent) is giving the shock (unimaginable nature of God) of electricity
(unimaginable God) supporting that wire is only seen by you and not the
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electricity. You can say about monism due to inseparable dualism
(Vishishta advaita) since electricity is a stream of electrons (God is
unimaginable) and wire is a chain of solid crystals (soul is imaginable
awareness) and hence, both are separate items. But, since both are
inseparable in electrified wire (human incarnation), the wire is showing the
property of electricity (unimaginable nature of God). You can say about
dualism objecting to monism at any stage since electricity (unimaginable
God) and wire (imaginable soul) are totally different items. You need not
worry that these three theories are contradicting each other in the case of
human incarnation, even though we agree that these theories are confined to
human incarnation only. These three theories can be correlated even in the
case of the specific human incarnation. Since God has unimaginable nature
(power), He can become the imaginable soul due to His unimaginable
power. We are saying that God became the soul (avataara or descended
God) and not that the soul became God (ascended soul). The imaginable
soul can’t become unimaginable God since it has no unimaginable
power. The reverse is possible since unimaginable God has unimaginable
power by which He can do anything. If A becomes B, A is not seen and B
only should be seen. This is applicable to human incarnation since God is
not seen and only the human being-component is seen as human
incarnation. You can’t apply worldly logic to God since in any worldly
example like an alloy, both components are imaginable and visible in
microscope. Since God is unimaginable, He can’t be seen and He is not
even imagined. If B (soul) is converted into A (God), A is to be seen and
not B. Since always soul is only seen and not God, it is correct to say that
God has become the soul. Like this, the perfect monism is perfectly
justified. In fact, this is the perfect truth since climax devotees prayed God
to be seen and God is seen due to His omnipotence. If perfect monism is
absent, it means that God is incapable of becoming soul and devotees are
cheated because God did not actually become the soul. This stage is purely
applicable to the climax devotees only. For other souls suffering with ego
and jealousy towards co-human beings, this stage is not applicable and the
other two stages are only applicable. God exists in all these three stages
simultaneously due to His unimaginable power. The other two stages are
perfectly explicable with the worldly example of electricity and electrified
wire. Perfect monism is applicable to climax devotees, who do not have
ego and jealousy. Perfect dualism is applicable to the devotees having full
ego and jealousy. Monism due to inseparable dualism is applicable to the
devotees existing in between these two categories. The human incarnation
exists in such state as applicable to the devotee approached It. If different
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devotees approach It simultaneously in the same time, the human
incarnation can exist in all these three states simultaneously due to Its
unimaginable power (obtained from unimaginable God) and each state
corresponds to the related category in the same time.]
[April 28, 2018]

12) Pratiphalaakaamkshaarahita kevala Bhagavat priiti
maargaamshaah
Sadaa smaraniiyaah saadhana ruupaah.
[The climax devotees wanted to see God in order to serve Him with
whatever they have. Service to God gives bliss to a devotee. Service is
sacrifice of physical energy called as ‘Karma Samnyaasa’, which alone is
confined to saints (Samnyaasins). Sacrifice of fruit of work or
Karmaphalatyaaga is meant for all house-holders in addition to
Karmasamnyaasa. These two constitute practical devotion or Karma Yoga
as emphasised in the Gita again and again. Even service and sacrifice to
true devotees pleases God since the second address of God is a true devotee
as per the Narada Bhakti Sutra whereas the first address is direct human
incarnation in which case alone direct service is possible. But, it is very
difficult to recognize the true human incarnation also since several false
human incarnations exploit the innocent devotees. In fact, God feels more
pleased if His true devotee is served since God feels Himself as servant of
true devotee. The father is more pleased if you serve the sweet to his
beloved issue than to himself. But, the devotees in beginning stage are
reluctant to serve a co-existing human form due to ego and jealousy. For
such devotees, service to representative models of God like statues is the
only leftover path, in which service is not directly received by God. The
representative models are inert and service to these models is practically a
total wastage. Yet, the worship of statues increases the theoretical devotion
only since all practical sacrifice becomes wastage. It is inevitable to the
beginners and hence, shouldn’t be criticized at all since at least
development of theoretical devotion exists, which is the mother of practice
in a later stage after realization. Initiation of life is done in the case of inert
statues, which doesn’t mean that by such ritual the inert statue becomes
alive. It only means that if life enters the inert statue, it becomes alive body
and hence, the devotee is instructed to catch the alive contemporary human
incarnation for worship as soon as possible. Worship of a true devotee is
also far better than such worship of statues initiated for life through the
ritual. From the point of the beginning stage of spiritual effort, which
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should not be criticized since every beginning stage is full of defects as said
in the Gita (Sarvaarambhaahi… Gita). A boy sitting in LKG class and his
LKG class shall not be criticized. But, if the boy sits in LKG class only
throughout his life without proceeding to further higher classes, he shall be
criticized. Wastage of precious food material, the ghee, by burning in
physical fire in the name of worship is criticized by sage Kapila in the
Bhagavatam. Krishna also asks the wives of sages to donate the food
prepared for burning in the fire in a sacrifice to His hungry friends. The
hunger fire in the stomach, called as Devataagni or Vaishvaanaraagni, shall
be worshipped with the prepared ghee fried food (called as ghee by
lakshanaavrutti). The physical fire is the instrument to cook the food. A
little ghee is used to lit the fire in the beginning called as Chakshusiihoma,
which doesn’t mean that you should pour and burn all the ghee in the fire!
Serving food to any hungry living being and donating money to any poor
living being shall be done without analyzing their deservingness as an
emergent justice (aapat dharma). Such social service without preaching
spiritual knowledge and devotion to God gives temporary heaven only.
Same social service based on God leads the soul to the abode of God.
All the modes of theoretical devotion must be enclosed with practical
sacrifice for the proof of reality like an application for job must be enclosed
with the necessary certificates of qualifications and experience as proof.
Mere theoretical devotion is blessed with theoretical fruits only and
practical devotion is blessed with practical fruits. You reap the same sowed
by you. When you serve the devotees, serve seeing their needs. Sacrifice of
money is the best as praised in the Veda (Dhanenaikena…), the
Yogavaashishtha (Dhanamaarjaya…) and the Gita (phalam tyaktvaa...)
since the devotee can fulfill any type of his need with money. The human
incarnation being God is not in any need except to test the devotee for his
practical love as proof towards God. A grandfather presents a pocket of
biscuits to the mother of his grandson without his notice and asks the
grandson a bit of the biscuit while he is eating the biscuit given by his
mother. The grandfather, who gave a full pocket of biscuits, is not in real
need of a bit of the biscuit from the grandson except to test his practical
love towards him. The grandson thinks that his mother gave the biscuit and
refuses the grandfather. Ignorance of the grandson regarding his
grandfather as the donor of the biscuits is the main stage of this drama.
Shirdi Sai Baba asking the devotees for money shall be understood in this
way. A greedy person, who wants to escape from the sacrifice in tricky way
says that God, the giver to all, doesn’t need anything. It is true, but, your
intention becomes clear only through your practical sacrifice. The real love
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is proved by practical sacrifice only as you do it to your life partner and
issues.
Worshipping God through mere theoretical devotion aspiring practical
boons from God is the prostitute-devotion in which the prostitute exhibits
all theoretical love to you to snatch your money practically from your
pocket! God is very clever and gives theoretical boons only for such
devotion. The second type of devotion is business-devotion in which
practical boons are aspired for practical devotion offered to God as in the
case of sales in the business. At least, there is some ethics in this type. The
best real love-devotion is not to aspire for any fruit in return while doing
practical devotion to God as in the case of your issues and this type is
called as real issue-devotion. All these points are the guide lights in the
real spiritual journey to please the God and hence, must be kept in mind
forever.]
[May 06, 2018]

13) Upamatasaamyamsarvamatasaamyasyapratibimbameva.
Bhedovirodhaivadrushyate.
[Opponent (Puurva Pakshii): -You cannot unify the religions of the
world since each religion has concepts resulting in contradicting the
concepts of other religions, especially Hinduism, which is alone perfectly
correct.
Theorist (Siddhantii):- The concepts of all the religions in the
world may be different, but, not contradicting each other. Difference is
not contradiction. The syllabus of LKG class is different from the syllabus
of PG class, but, both are not contradicting each other. Difference also
comes due to the reference. The standard of LKG student (one reference) is
different from the standard of PG student (another reference). If you take
the reference as one student only, then, they appear contradicting each
other. For example, Shankara said that God and soul are one and the same
due to perfect monism. Madhva said perfect dualism by saying that God
and soul are totally different from each other. Shankara and Madhva appear
to be contradicting each other. Perfect monism and perfect dualism appear
to contradict each other. But, if you take different souls as different
references, the contradiction disappears. If you take God (electricity) and
ordinary soul (non-electrified wire), there is perfect dualism. If you take
God (electricity) and soul (electrified wire) in human incarnation, there is
perfect monism between the two since the soul in human incarnation
(electrified wire) shows the property of God (electricity) by performing
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miracles and preaching excellent spiritual knowledge. The electrified wire
gives shock, which is the property of electricity. Hence, there is perfect
monism. The perfect dualism is correct in the case of non-electrified wire
and perfect monism is correct in the electrified wire. When we recognize
the concepts applied to two different references (non-electrified wire and
electrified wire), the difference appearing as contradiction vanishes. Apart
from the above two theories of Shankara and Madhva, a third theory
appeared as intermediate between both, as established by Ramanuja. It says
that the monism appeared due to inseparable dualism. Unimaginable God
and imaginable soul are basically different like electricity (stream of
electrons) and wire (chain of metallic crystals). Since electricity and wire
can’t be separated, the wire attained the property (shock) of electricity. This
is co-relating both monism and dualism as an intermediate theory. Science
also resolved the difference between concepts of particle nature and wave
nature of an electron, which appear contradicting each other.
The above three theories also apply to the same reference
simultaneously if you take the human incarnation as the single primary
reference and keeping different devotees as different secondary references.
When the human incarnation is faced by climax devotees having no ego
and jealousy, God and soul are perfectly one and the same and this is
possible due to the unimaginable power of God. This can’t be applied to
electricity and wire since electricity has no unimaginable power. Hence,
with reference to climax devotees, perfect monism is correct. Suppose, the
same human incarnation is facing devotees having full ego and jealousy
simultaneously along with the above climax devotees, God is totally
different from the soul and the human incarnation says that it is the servant
of God. Hence, perfect dualism is correct in the same incarnation for a
different reference simultaneously. Suppose, along with the above two
types of devotees, the intermediate type of devotees having lesser ego and
lesser jealousy is also simultaneously facing the same human incarnation,
the human incarnation behaves as per the theory of Ramanuja (God and
soul are basically different, but, one due to inseparable dualism between
God and soul.). Therefore, you are finding the three different theories
appearing contradicting each other existing in the same human incarnation
simultaneously to different references and correlation is obtained here,
which is the unity in Hinduism. First you must unite your family members
(Hinduism) and then unite different families (different religions of the
world).
The above differences appearing as contradictions are observed within
the same Hindu religion. The difference between these three sub-religions
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of the same Hindu religion is resolved as said above by taking three
different references. The defect shown by you is not only existing among
various religions of the world, but also is existing among sub-religions of
the same Hindu religion. If we can unify the sub-religions of the single
Hindu religion, can’t we unify the two main religions present in the world?
When you can remove the walls within your house and unite all the rooms
of your house to make your house as a single big hall, can’t you do the
same thing between your house and adjacent house to make both houses as
a single bigger hall? Hinduism represents all the religions as its subreligions only and hence, there is no difference or contradiction between
Hinduism and other religions in the world. Unification of different
religions in the world is nothing but unification of sub-religions in
Hinduism. You find the same concepts of sub-religions of Hinduism in the
religions of the world also. Hinduism is a mini world representing all the
religions of the world as its sub-religions. When you can solve the
differences between your own different family members, can’t you solve
the differences between different families?
You can find the above three concepts in Christianity. When Jesus
said that He is truth and light, it refers to perfect monism of Shankara.
When He said that He is son of God it refers to the theory of Ramanuja
(Ramanuja says that soul is a part of the whole God like a spark is a part of
the whole fire. There is qualitative similarity and quantitative difference
between part and whole. A father having several children suits to this
having qualitative similarity of the same blood and quantitative difference
as small child before the elder father.). When He told that He is the
messenger or servant of God, it shows the theory of perfect dualism of
Madhva. In Islam, Prophet Mohammed stressed on perfect dualism only
because the monism is taken by devotees in wrong sense and Jesus was
crucified. He eradicated the concept of human incarnation and monism to
avoid such horrible attack on genuine human incarnation due to the defect
on the side of devotees. Jesus was just the preceding human incarnation to
Mohammed, who Himself is also a human incarnation. Dayananda
Saraswati, a human incarnation, also is similar to Mohammed in this
concept. But, Dayananda eradicated the concept of human incarnation due
to the defect on the side of false human incarnation exploiting the innocent
devotees. The resulting concept is one and the same though their
backgrounds differ. Coming to Buddhism, Buddha kept silent about the
unimaginable God and silence is the best expression of the unimaginable
God. Buddha, Himself, is the ninth human incarnation among the famous
ten incarnations of God. Buddha stressed mainly on one point, which is
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the eradication of desire. Desire is the root cause for the aspiration of fruit,
which spoils the whole spiritual effort of the soul. Buddha stressed on this
and the same is stressed by Krishna throughout the Gita as selfless service
or Nishkama karma yoga. Along with Buddha, Jainism stressed on the nonviolence on the part of the soul. Buddha stressed on the justice (Dharma)
and welfare of society (Sangha), which are the basic concepts of pravrutti.
He added nivrutti by saying that the soul should surrender to God or
Buddha or human incarnation of God in the third step in the end. In this
way, we find no differences between the concepts of sub-religions of
Hinduism and religions of the world. The unification of sub-religions in
Hinduism is just the unification of all the religions in the world. The
astrological predictions of Nostradamus of the west exactly resembles with
the predictions of future made by Shri Veerabrahmendra Swamy, a human
incarnation in Hinduism. It is a point of greatest happiness that
Nostradamus predicted the unification of all religions in the world by a
great genius, Who is a scientist also coming from a country (south India)
surrounded by three seas and this exactly refers to Dattaswami, Who
unified the sub-religions of Hinduism and also all the religions in this
world.
Therefore, the above correlation establishes the universal spirituality
that can be represented by universal religion, which pervades all the
religions of the world like the central government of India pervading all the
state governments. If you belong to any state, you are belonging to the
central government also simultaneously! The only contradicting religion to
our universal religion is atheism existing as a religion in the world. This
atheism also exists as a sub-religion in Hinduism in the name of the religion
of Sage Charvaka. It is also contradicted and correlated with the help of
the genuine miracles having the perceptional authority, which alone is
agreed by atheists.]
[May 13, 2018]

14) Ahamtaasuuye vinaa vishleshanam tyaajye dvaitaadvaite cha tasya
satya premaiva paramakaaranam bhavati.
[The main problem in identifying the human incarnation is ego based
jealousy towards co-human beings due to repulsion between common
media, which is especially becoming prominent in accepting a co-human
being to be the highest God. The undisturbed characteristics of a human
medium like hunger, thirst, sex, sleep, illness etc., influence our mind in
the opposite direction. Sometimes, the human incarnation exhibits the
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negative qualities of Rajas and Tamas also for the sake of specific
requirements of the program, which may be:i) To test very high level devotees for their detachment from strong
worldly bonds as seen in the testing of Gopikas by Lord Krishna (The
three strongest worldly bonds or Eshanaas are bonds with wealth,
issues and life partner. The former two bonds were tested by stealing
the butter-wealth preserved for issues. The later third bond is tested by
dancing with Gopikas.) and
ii) To freely mix initially with such devotees having similar negative
qualities in order to reform them slowly and
iii) To repel the undeserving sinners trying to come close with the human
incarnation in order to exploit It for selfish benefits.
The jealousy is so much that one doesn’t have patience to analyze
the facts of the statement given by human incarnation. If it (human
incarnation) says that it is the human incarnation, suddenly jealousy comes
into our mind without doing analysis of such statement. If somebody is
speaking excellent knowledge or doing a miracle and says that he is the
human incarnation of God, immediately, we think that he is projecting
himself as the speaker of the excellent knowledge or doer of that miracle. It
is totally wrong feeling. By saying that he is the human incarnation of God,
he is projecting God only by such statement. It means that God merged
with him totally and is speaking that spiritual knowledge or doing that
miracle. If he says that he is not the human incarnation, in such case, he
is projecting himself since it means that he is speaking that spiritual
knowledge or he is doing that miracle. Hence, we should be jealous
against a person on speaking excellent spiritual knowledge or doing a
miracle, if he says that he is not the human incarnation. We shouldn’t be
jealous if he says that he is the human incarnation on speaking excellent
spiritual knowledge or on doing a miracle. The speed of our jealousy is so
fast that our minds are blocked to do the analysis, due to which we are
always reverse to the truth.
One need not underestimate his soul acting as an actor and
overestimate the role acted by the other actor. A soul may be in the role of
human incarnation and the role may have value, but, the soul as an actor,
may have less value. The role of Parashurama has very high value being
the God. But, as an actor, sage Parashurama has least value due to ego
and got insulted by God Rama. The role of Hanuman or Radha has least
value as devotee. But, as actor, the soul has higher value and Hanuman or
Radha was never insulted. Parashurama had the quality of anger. His anger
was directed towards bad kings when God stayed in him. When God left
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him, his anger was directed towards a good soul, Rama and hence, he was
insulted. Therefore, monism or dualism is not the point. The extent of
practical devotion of a soul on God by which the real love of God on soul
is generated, is the main point. A father has two sons, one staying with
him (monism) and other staying far from him (dualism). The real love
between father and son is important for the father to help the son. He may
not help the son staying with him due to lesser real love between them. He
may help more the son staying far from him due to more real love between
them. A human father may be cheated by false love of a son exhibited, but,
the divine Father is omniscient and can never be fooled by any soul.
A cinema is taken on a devotee and the actor selected for the role of
that devotee is a famous hero and is paid one crore remuneration. The role
of God in that cinema appearing now and then is done by an ordinary guest
artist, who was paid one lack remuneration only. If you confine to the limits
of cinema only, the role as God is far higher than the role as devotee. But,
when both the actors of the two roles come to the office of the producer of
the cinema to receive their respective remunerations based on their
performance as actors, the actor played in the role of devotee is far higher
than the actor played in the role of God. The actor playing in the role of
devotee really becomes more fortunate since he is having the chance of
becoming the master of God-servant in the climax of the path of devotion.
The actor playing in the role of God as human incarnation becomes only
equal to the God. By this analysis also, we must not have jealousy on the
human incarnation and must value the path of devotion of a real devotee.
If My neighbour is ascending more than Me, I can be jealous towards
him and if I take My jealousy in right direction, I will also try to ascend. If
My jealousy is in wrong direction, I will either pull down his leg or at least
criticize him bitterly. But, in the concept of human incarnation, no
human soul can ascend and cross the imaginable domain to enter the
unimaginable domain to become unimaginable God. The last phase of this
imaginable domain (world) is space, which can never be crossed by any
soul. The human incarnation results only when the unimaginable God
descends down from His unimaginable domain and enter the imaginable
domain by crossing the unimaginable link between unimaginable domain
and imaginable space (due to His unimaginable power) to become My
neighbour imaginable human being. Hence, the human incarnation is
descended God (Avataara) but not the ascended human being (Uttaara). My
neighbour never ascended and hence, I need not be jealous about him. It is
just purely the will of God that My neighbour became human incarnation.
Perhaps, God found some suitable quality in him useful for the service to
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humanity in Pravrutti and Nivrutti, based on which only incarnation
results. There is only one bad quality disliked by God, which is selfishness,
due to which the human soul will not be selected for human incarnation
since it has to work for the welfare of other souls. God will not mind other
bad qualities, if selfishness is absent and sacrifice exists in its place. The
only good quality liked by God is sacrifice for incarnation since it is the
main requisite to work for the sake of others as incarnation. A person
having all bad qualities, but, possessing only one good quality, sacrifice,
will be selected by God for incarnation like a hut with all defects, but,
having good scented odour. A person having all good qualities, but,
selfish, is rejected in the selection of medium for incarnation like a palace
with all merits possessing bad odour.
Jesus was a genuine incarnation, but, was crucified by defective
devotees due to their ego and jealousy since He indicated that He was
human incarnation of God by saying that He is truth and light. To avoid this
danger from defective devotees, Mohammad, even though another human
incarnation of God, eradicated this concept and confined to unimaginable
God called as Allah only (at maximum, energetic incarnation was accepted
since Allah was found as light also). In the same way, Swamy Dayananda,
even though a human incarnation of God, also eradicated this concept on a
different background of exploitation of innocent devotees done by false
human incarnations. Even then, He was killed by the defective devotees by
poisoning His food since He condemned certain blind traditions. Hence,
jealousy is not based on the concept of human incarnation only, but, is also
based on the greatness of My neighbour in any way!
In order to avoid ego based jealousy towards the human form of God,
one shall stop ego based jealousy towards co-human beings as training for
not repelling the human form of God. One must come out of repulsion
between common media by serving the humanity with respect, love and
devotion. This is the meaning of the slogan that serving humanity is serving
God. Sometimes, this also becomes true since some human being may be a
hidden human incarnation! This training certainly helps you to recognize
and serve the human incarnation. The service done by you to the humanity
without aspiration for any fruit in return becomes also the training for the
similar service that has to be done by you to the human form of God. If you
serve the humanity aspiring for the fruit (votes) in return, you become a
politician only in the political field, but, not a devotee in the spiritual
field!
The main identification of human incarnation is true spiritual
knowledge, which is the inseparable associated characteristic of God as said
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in the Veda and the Gita (Satyam Jnaanam…, Jnaaniitvaatmaiva…). The
true spiritual knowledge alone gives the right direction to the souls in the
spiritual efforts and hence, this is only the real need of any soul from God
descended down in human form.
[May 19, 2018]

15) Upaadherbhaktimuulyam gananiiyam na tu
bhaktaavataarasthitivashyam.
[Opponent:- You told that Hanuman and Radha were devotees and
never got insulted whereas Parashurama, the human incarnation was
insulted since He showed His anger in wrong direction on pious Rama.
Hence, You say that sometimes a devotee standing in dualism is better than
the human incarnation standing in perfect monism. You told that the
character of the human being is important, which alone is liked by God
irrespective of his state as a devotee or as a human incarnation. This point
can’t be established with the above examples since Hanuman and Radha
were also human incarnations of God Shiva. Your concept fails since all the
names including even Rama are human incarnations of God only and none
is a devotee.
Theorist:- Hanuman and Radha were human incarnations, but,
always acted as devotees only and never behaved like human incarnations.
You have to take their roles only. Parashurama acted in the role of the
human incarnation with egoism and got insulted. Even Rama is an
incarnation of God, but, always behaved like an ideal human being only
(Aadarsha maanusha avataara). When sages praised Him as God, He did
not accept it by saying that He is only a human being called as Rama born
to Dasharatha. Hence, even the complete human incarnation (Puurna
Avataara) like Rama acted in the role of ideal human being only and
defeated even the human incarnation, Parashurama. If you say that Shri
Rama is a human incarnation of God since He is mentioned in the ten
divine incarnations, in such case, even the complete human incarnation was
defeated by Hanuman, who always acted as a devotee. If you, somehow,
become rigid and insist that all these personalities are human incarnations
of God only, it does not matter much. You can take the case of Prahlada,
who is a perfect devotee only and never got insulted. If you want the case
of direct defeat of human incarnation by a perfect devotee only, let us take
the story of King Ambariisha. Ambariisha was a devotee and sage Durvasa
was an incarnation of God Shiva. Sage Durvasa tried to harm Ambariisha,
but, God supported Ambariisha and Durvasa has to run away and finally
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surrender to Ambariisha only for protection. This story clearly reveals that
the devotee may, sometimes, surpass even the human incarnation by his
character and pure devotion. It is not the question whether the devotee is in
the relationship of monism with God (as incarnation) or in the relationship
of the dualism with God (as a devotee). It matters everything that which
devotee is having better relationship with God. Hence, every soul must try
to remain in dualism only as a devotee of God doing divine service without
aspiring any fruit in return even though the soul is the human beingcomponent of the human incarnation of God. Whenever there is a demand
for a specific devotee based on the requirement for a specific welfareprogram, God Himself will select the devotee to become human
incarnation. Even in the human incarnation, the human being-component
must be in dualism like Shri Rama, in which case only God will stay in
the human incarnation completely throughout the life. If the human
being-component in the incarnation is in dualism, God will maintain perfect
monism with such human being as in the case of Shri Rama. If the human
being-component maintains monism with God as in the case of
Parashurama, God will quit him. You should not raise your shoulders
when you got an opportunity to become human incarnation because to
maintain yourself in the human incarnation throughout your life is very
difficult task. Even a devotee remaining in the service like Adishesha can
be counted as human incarnation of God. Balarama, the incarnation of
Adishesha, who is the servant of God existing in dualism is counted as the
incarnation of God in the ten divine incarnations even though he did not
become the incarnation of God directly. Hence, a devotee can be counted in
the human incarnations of God without directly becoming the actual human
incarnations of God! It is the value of the status of devotee that makes the
devotee to enter straight into the list of human incarnations of God
without actually becoming the human incarnation of God. Hence, the
main aspect is the value of your personality achieved by the true devotion
towards God that brings you the divine honour and not whether you are
existing as human incarnation or devotee. The status of human incarnation
or the status of the devotee is immaterial before the value of the devotion of
devotee standing as human incarnation or as a devotee. Hence, our jealousy
towards the human being turned to become human incarnation by the will
of God is meaningless in view of this deep analysis. We must realize that
Balarama was not the direct human incarnation of God, but, he entered the
list of human incarnations of God and was treated as equal to the human
incarnation of God while remaining as a devotee of God! This explanation
is the meaning of our statement, which says that Balarama is external
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incarnation of Adishesha while he is the internal incarnation of God
Vishnu. This means that Balarama looks like the incarnation of Adishesha,
but, shall be treated as the incarnation of God Vishnu since he is placed as
one of the ten incarnations of God Vishnu even though he is actually the
incarnation of the topmost devotee called as Adishesha.
The value of devotion of Adishesha can be understood while he
incarnated himself as Lakshmana, the younger brother of Lord Rama
and served the God like a servant! Lakshmana was younger to Rama, but,
left his young wife to serve Rama while the elder Rama was enjoying with
His wife inside the hut! Lakshmana, even though younger to Rama,
conquered the fascination to his young wife and served Rama as a
watchman standing outside the hut for 14 years day and night without food
and sleep!! The reciprocal love of Rama to Lakshmana can be seen in the
following three incidents:- i) When Lakshmana became unconscious in the
war, Rama said to stop the war saying the reason that He does not want Sita
without Lakshmana. ii) Sita scolded Lakshmana with utmost ugly words in
the forest when Lakshmana hesitated to leave her to protect Rama. For such
severe sin to Lakshmana, Sita was punished by God Rama by leaving her
based on the similar type of ugly words. iii) While Rama was having a
secret talk with Yama, Lakshmana was asked not to allow anybody to come
inside on the condition that if such disturbance happens, Lakshmana shall
give up his life. Lakshmana could not stop the entry of Sage Durvasa and
hence, as per condition agreed, he jumped into the Sarayu river committing
suicide. After this, Rama also jumped into the same river unable to live
without Lakshmana.
Lakshmana became the servant of Lord Rama and served Him. God
became the servant of His servant in return in the next birth. God Krishna
was born as younger brother to Balarama (incarnation of Adishesha) and
served Balarama as his obedient servant. Hence, God becomes the servant
of His servant-devotee to keep him in higher position than human
incarnation or Himself!
Balarama is the incarnation of Adishesha, who is the top most servant
of God. But, he is placed in the list of the ten incarnations of God Vishnu
in view of his long valuable divine service as Lakshmana in the previous
birth. Though he is not the direct incarnation of God Vishnu, he is equated
with all incarnations of God Vishnu. An IAS officer is he, who passes the
IAS examination like the direct incarnation of God Vishnu. Another officer,
though not passed the IAS examination directly, is conferred with IAS
degree in view of his long valuable service and is treated equal to the IAS
officer, who passed the IAS examination. Similarly, Ph.D. degree can be
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conferred on a valuable investigator of concepts even though he has not
acquired the degree through research work done in an institution. This
means, the devotee can become incarnation of God through valuable
divine service. In the scripture (Nrusimha Puraanam), God Vishnu says that
both Balarama and Krishna are His white (Shukla) and black (Krishna)
powers only. In fact, the devotee can become not only the incarnation of the
God, but also, the master of God. You will find God Krishna (considered to
be the top most fullest incarnation as ‘Paripuurnatama’) standing by the
side of Balarama like a bodyguard, following the orders of His elder
brother, Balarama!
Shankara is the incarnation of God Shiva and is the direct incarnation
of God. Ramanuja is the incarnation of Adishesha and Madhva is the
incarnation of the deity of air called as Vaayu. Both Adishesha and Vaayu
are the top most servants of God. Hence, Ramanuja and Madhva are placed
in equal position with Shankara as the triad of divine preachers. Hence, we
can say that Ramanuja is the internal incarnation of God Vishnu in
essence and external incarnation of Adishesha. We can also say that
Madhva is the internal incarnation of God Brahma in essence and
external incarnation of Vaayu.
[July 07, 2018]

16) Dattadevasya dasha pravrutti shaasanaani dharma-samskaaraanna-kulalinga-upanayana Gaayatrii-sevaa-daana-shraaddhapratiphalaashaa-parivartana vishayaangaani.
Ten Commandments Related to Worldly Life (Pravrutti) spoken by
God Datta are:i) You Must Follow Justice in Pravrutti or Worldly Life:In pravrutti, there is no personal relationship with God. You are just
an employee in the office of God (employer) and you will be subjected to
the fruits of heaven and hell based on your merits and defects. Hence, you
shall always be very alert and careful in your qualities and deeds, which
alone decide your fruits. This path is called as ‘Markata Kishora Nyaaya’
in which the mother monkey is walking with its child, which caught the
stomach of mother monkey and the total responsibility of the grip lies on
the child.
Unless you succeed in Pravrutti, you can’t enter Nivrutti or spiritual
life. Pravrutti is not a separate parallel line of Nivrutti since it is the first
part of the single line of Nivrutti. Without reaching the success in
Pravrutti or intermediate station, you can’t attain the success in Nivrutti
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or final station. A girl wanted to marry the head of an office and joined as
an employee in the office. She must follow the rules and conduct of the
office set by the head to create first good impression in his mind (Pravrutti)
before proposing marriage with him (Nivrutti). Pravrutti is your behaviour
with the co-human beings and Nivrutti is to develop personal relationship
with God. Pravrutti is the minimum and maximum expectation of God from
you, which involves promotions (heaven) and punishments (hell) in the
office of God whereas God never aspires Nivrutti from you (since Nivrutti
is your desire), who, in fact, discourages you through severe tests in
Nivrutti. You shall remove your illusion that God is interested in Nivrutti
like you.
The Three Basic Rigid Rules of God in Pravrutti Are:- a)
Avoiding illegal Sex, b) Avoiding violence starting from hurting other
souls (except teaching kids involving mild punishments) up to killing other
living beings for food and enjoyment (except legal punishments) and c)
Avoiding stealing others’ wealth and money through force and cheating by
corruption. Even if you escape the punishments for your sins here
through tricks and bribe, you are sure to be punished by the
Unimaginable God in unimaginable ways. Faith in God and enlightenment
in the spiritual knowledge must be the main line of education from bottom
to top whereas professional education must be a side line only.
ii) You Must Understand the Subject of Rituals:Spiritual knowledge must be conveyed clearly in every ritual followed
by singing sweet devotional songs to develop devotion to God. This is the
main purpose of the priest in any ritual of any religion. Mere blind
recitation of the scripture is of no use. The priest must concentrate on the
explanation of the meaning of the scripture and not on blind recitation
like a tape recorder. The priest must use the book of the scripture for
reading and need not recite it blindly without explanation. The priest shall
spend all the time in studying the meaning of the scripture and shall not
waste even a minute in blind recitation. The performer of the ritual must
offer money to such true priest only doing the expected divine duty. The
priest shall not demand for offering of money. The performer can pay as
per his capacity (Shakti) or impression about the priest (Bhakti), whichever
is minimum. Even if the performer doesn’t pay anything, the priest shall do
the ritual with full sincerity thinking that he is participating in the God’s
work of propagating spiritual knowledge and devotion. He shall have full
faith in God that God will take care of all his necessities while involved in
God’s work. The priests reciting the scripture blindly without explanation
must be discouraged by the performer of the ritual demanding for
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explanation. Lot of time is spent by them in blind recitation, which can be
used in studying the meaning of the scripture. It is the duty of the
performer of the ritual to boycott such priests so that they are forced not to
repeat the same blind recitation at least in the case of their children for the
next generation.
iii) You Must Not Do Wastage of Food:God synthesized food from all the five elements (space, air, fire, water
and earth) for the sake of living beings. If you waste the food, God will be
insulted and becomes very furious. The wasted food also pollutes the
environment causing diseases in good people, which is a sin. Ghee
(clarified butter) is very precious food and shall not be burnt in physical
fire. It shall be burnt in the hunger fire (Vaishvaanara Agni) of living being.
Burning food materials in fire, burning oil in lamps, candles, sticks (Dhuni)
and other materials unnecessarily must be avoided since God has no link
with such foolish acts. The Veda and the Gita say that God is the light of
lights. All such acts cause environmental pollution harming the society and
only demons harm the society.
It is a shame on the government and rich people staying in a village
or city if a beggar dies with hunger. Beggar homes must be constructed
and maintained in every village and city with the help of government and
rich people so that every deserving beggar (child, old person, diseased and
disabled) shall be given food, cloth, medicine and shelter. Beggars, who are
able to do work, must be provided with work. The social service shall start
from bottom level always.
iv) You Must be Above Caste and Gender:All the human beings are evolved from God only, who is the divine
Father and differentiation of caste by birth is against the Gita. Caste system
is based purely on qualities and professional deeds only and not on birth.
Differentiating gender is climax of ignorance. Females were suppressed in
Hinduism in the middle period in which the priests never studied the
meaning of the scripture except doing its blind recitation. In the ancient
period of sages, females were equally treated with males in all aspects. In
the middle period, the male domination was established by these priests.
The property of the parents was linked to male issues only since they alone
can do the death rituals of parents. For this, the females were denied even
reciting the scripture, which was linked to a ritual of putting three threads
as cross belt and this ritual was denied to females. For the sake of economic
suppression, they were suppressed from the knowledge of the scripture. It is
a shame on any religion if the females and certain castes by birth were
suppressed based on birth.
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v) You Must Realize That Upanayanam and Gaayatri are Universal:Upanayanam means becoming close to God and Gaayatri means
singing sweet devotional songs. Both these are not confined to the ritual in
which three threads are put as cross belt and to initiating the child to a verse
written in Gaayatri meter. Both these words taken in the basic true sense are
universal, irrespective of caste, gender and religion. A saint is respected by
all when he leaves the cross belt and leaves reciting the verse written in
Gaayatri meter. Catching the cross belt having three threads is only a
symbolic representation of the concept that God in human form associated
with a medium having three qualities (Sattvam-awareness, Rajas-inert
energy and Tamas-matter) is essential since non-mediated Unimaginable
God can’t be worshipped. The meaning of the repeated verse is also the
same that God in human form coming as Satguru (Divine spiritual
preacher) kindles intelligence to do analysis of spiritual knowledge. By this,
one shall leave the ego of caste and gender.
vi) You Must Do Social Service Along with Spiritualism:It means serving the humanity so that one can avoid the repulsion
between common media and identify God in human form. You shall not
forget the main purpose of the social service, which is done to overcome
ego and jealousy towards co-human forms so that you can identify the
human incarnation of God. Hence, social service shall be always mixed
with spiritual knowledge and devotion. Otherwise, mere social service will
give you heaven there or the temporary post of minister (like temporary
heaven) here as in the case of a politician doing only social service for
votes. The fruit of mere social service is only temporary heaven or
temporary post of a minister and one shall return to his original position
after some time.
vii) You Must Do Donation to Deserving Only:Donation must be done to deserving receiver and must not be done to
undeserving receiver. Not donating to deserving and donating to
undeserving – both are sins. You must donate the priest in the ritual
provided he performs his duty perfectly in propagating spiritual knowledge
and devotion. Deservingness of the receiver is the most important aspect
of any donation and not other factors like place and time. Generally,
devotees are in hurry to do donation based on place (holy place) and time
(festival). While donating a poor person, you shall not see deservingness
since it is emergent. You must donate money to priest and material to poor.
Poor people are generally affected by vices and money will be spoiled.
Hence, social service must be associated with preaching the spiritual
knowledge by which vices can be avoided.
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viii) You Must Perform the Rituals for Departed Souls in Proper
Way:These rituals are universal without any interference of caste, gender
and religion. In the name of the departed souls, offering food, cloths and
money shall be done to deserving good people based on their conduct and
character in the worldly life. The present priests are the most undeserving
since they blindly recite the scripture without knowing and explaining its
meaning to develop the devotion to God. The hymns recited in any ritual
including this are either in the praise of God or in giving instructions of the
practical steps involved in honoring the eaters. If you praise God in any
language (since God is omniscient), following these practical steps, the
ritual is done in far better way than the present conservative rituals in which
the scripture is read in Sanskrit language without explanation. Hence, these
rituals are not confined to a particular religion or language and are
universal. The food given to the deserving eater has no link with the food of
the departed soul since the departed soul in the energetic body takes only
energy as its food (like rays of Sun, Moon etc.) as told in the scripture
itself. But, we need not find fault with the tradition saying that the food
offered here to a deserving eater becomes the food of the departed soul.
Even though it is a lie, it serves good purpose to make even a greedy person
to perform the ritual (fearing that the departed souls suffer with hunger) and
such lie told for a good purpose, called as ‘arthavaada’, is not a sin.
Actually, the food given to a deserving priest generates good fruit (called as
apuurvam) that helps the performer of ritual and the departed soul. If
receiver is undeserving, punishment is generated since it is sin. Even the
ritual falling on the death date of the departed soul can be postponed (as
done in the case of eclipse of sun and moon falling on the death date-ritual)
if a deserving eater is not available. As far as possible, you must try for a
deserving eater having good ethical behavior. The Veda says that the eater
becomes deserving provided he is a scholar of spiritual knowledge of the
Veda without aspiring anything in return from you (shrotriyasya
chaakaamahatasya).
ix) You Must Not Ask God for Boons And for Removal of Difficulties:Even though the soul did good deeds continuously for a span of time
and did bad deeds continuously in the next span of time, God, being the
Divine Father of souls, mixes these good and bad fruits to arrange them
alternatively and prepares the cycles of lives of souls so that good or bad
fruit continuously enjoyed does not bore the soul. The souls being totally
ignorant praise God for giving good fruits and for avoiding bad fruits. No
fruit can be given or avoided without link to its related deed. You must
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enjoy the fruits of both good and bad deeds at any time with added interests
and this is inevitable (avashyamanubhoktavyam…). When you force God
through prayers, He will draw forward the good fruits from the future life
cycle with reduced values and grants them as boons. When you pray God
for removing the difficulties (which are punishments of sins), He will push
these punishments to next life cycle with added interests. You think that
God being soaped by your clever prayers has given you good fruit even
though you have not done its related good deed and has removed your bad
fruit forever even though you have done its related bad deed! This will lead
to future life cycles fully filled with difficulties only from birth to death as
we can observe in the world. Hence, your worship to God must be always
based on real love, which is not based on aspiration for any fruit in return.
Sometimes, God uses your punishment that started according to the life
cycle for the sake of testing you and hence, you cannot blame God that you
have undergone unnecessary strain created by God without your bad deed.
x) You Must Reform Yourself by Not Repeating Any Sin:If you stop repeating the sins from today onwards after realization
from spiritual knowledge and repentance based on devotion, all the
punishments of the pending sins (samchita) including the present
punishment (praarabdha) get cancelled so that you are relieved from all
miseries forever. If your reformation is not perfect, your present
punishment may not be cancelled as per the concept of Shankara. Except
this one way of practical reformation, you can’t avoid tensions of
difficulties through any method like practice of Yoga, thinking that you are
God through monism, worship of God etc. Yoga means equal enjoyment of
happiness and misery like sweet and hot dishes in a meal. You are failing
in this Yoga only due to lack of reformation. The punishment is aimed at
temporary reformation of the soul by creating fear in its mind. If the soul
attained permanent reformation, there is no need of the punishment of the
sin and hence, gets cancelled. Mere devotion without this reformation can’t
relieve you from the miseries (salvation) as said in the Gita (kshipram
bhavati dharmaatmaa). Even if you don’t please God by doing good deeds,
at least don’t make God to become furious on you by doing sins.
17) Dattadevasya dasha nivrutti shaasanaani ekadevaparamatasahana-naraavataara-karmayoga-dvaita-vishleshanasvaartharahitabhakti-Satguru-jnaanabhaktisevaa-vijnaana
vishayaangaani.
Ten Commandments Related to Spiritual Life (Nivrutti) spoken by
God Datta are:52
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i) You Must Treat Gods of All Religions As One God Only:In Nivrutti, the fruit is eternal and far far higher than the temporary
fruits in pravrutti (nivruttistu mahaaphalaa). You have developed a special
and personal bond with God and hence, God will always take care of you
like a house owner taking the responsibility of his family member. If
necessary, God will undergo your punishments and save you. This is called
as ‘Maarjaala Kishora Nyaaya’ in which the mother cat carries its child by
holding it with mouth.
Actually, God is unimaginable being beyond the space. The Veda
says that God is the generator of the space. The generated space can’t exist
in its generator before its generation. Hence, God is beyond space and can
never be imagined even if you try for millions of years. Such God entered
the first energetic form (called as Datta or Father of Heaven) and merged
with it to become God expressed. This Father of heaven merges with
several energetic and human beings to become several energetic and human
incarnations. Hence, the internal God in every divine form is one and the
same, who created this one Earth with one humanity. If you scold any
divine form of the unimaginable God, you are scolding the God of your
own religion itself. You can worship the God of your religion strictly
without looking at other religions. But, you shall not criticize Gods of other
religions since God is only one in different divine forms of different
religions satisfying different tastes of different devotees based on their
individual religious cultures.
If a conservative argues with you that his religious God alone is the
savior and the scripture told by Him alone can save any soul in the world,
you must refute conservative logic of the opponent with the following
argument:- God incarnated in your country only and spoke the scripture to
your people only. A long span of time passed away in which some
generations in our country could not get the opportunity to coming in
contact with the scripture told by your God since our country was
disconnected with your country in this long span of time. These unfortunate
generations in our country have gone to hell for their no fault. You say that
your God created the entire earth and the entire humanity. If so, why did He
not communicate the same scripture in the same time when it was revealed
to your people? Is it not reasonless partiality? If you say that your country
alone contained good people, it is not correct because your God was
crucified by bad people existing at that time in your country only! You
can’t give a reasonable answer for this, but I can give reasonable answer by
saying that the same God came to different countries from the beginning of
the creation in different forms and gave the same subject in various
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scriptures through various languages. Everywhere, those, who believed the
scripture went to God and those who did not believe it went to hell. Now,
there is no unnecessary partiality on God, who is the divine father of entire
humanity. Same criticism applies to every conservative religion.
ii) You Must Have Tolerance to Other Religions:You should follow any theistic religion in the world, whichever you
like. You should never follow the religion of atheism. In atheism also, you
shall reject its main point, which is non-existence of God. You shall honor
two points in atheism, which are:- a) that soul is not God since it is the
product of inert energy generated from digestion of food that is transformed
into a specific work called as awareness in a specific functioning nervous
system and b) that the magic exhibited as miracles by false God-men must
be disproved. You must understand the unity of all religions (except
atheism in its main point) since all theistic religions unite in the
fundamental point that God exists. Every religion has its own merits
established by the founders and defects introduced by some defective
followers. You must appreciate the merits of other religions, become
friendly to them and then show their defects politely, if they are in the
mood of absorption of truth and this must be done for their welfare only
and not to mock and insult them. In such discussions, you must be always
cool and polite creating an atmosphere of peace and love. You shall
convince others that the discussion is only to find out the truth and shall
accept the view of the opponent also if it is found to be true finally. You
must not deal the discussion on the line of success and defeat of a debatewar. You must explain all these points in the beginning of discussion and
must congratulate the opponent for good arguments even his/her argument
is found wrong.
iii) You Must Recognize Human incarnation:Human incarnation is the most relevant form of God for the humanity
here and every human being is missing God here due to ego and jealousy
towards co-human forms based on repulsion between common media
(human body of God and human body of human being). The same soul
goes to upper worlds after leaving this gross body and entering a new
energetic body. In the upper worlds, the most relevant form of God is
energetic body. Due to the same repulsion between common media
(energetic body of God and energetic body of human soul), the soul misses
God there also. As a result, the soul misses God always and everywhere. If
the soul wants success in Nivrutti, it should avoid ego and jealousy
towards common medium. To achieve this, the soul shall participate in the
service of humanity treating every human form as God.
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iv) You Must Concentrate on Practical Philosophy:Practical Philosophy or Karma yoga consists of two sub-divisions: a)
Sacrifice of work (Karma samnyaasa) and b) sacrifice of fruit of work
(Karma phala tyaaga) as emphasized in the Veda and the Gita. Saints must
do sacrifice of work only and householders must do both. Karma yoga
alone gives the practical fruit since God said in the Gita that He will
approach you in the same way in which you have approached Him.
Karma yoga is like the mango plant yielding the practical fruit. Spiritual
knowledge is like water and devotion is like manure helping this plant. In
the case of Nivrutti, you must avoid prostitution devotion (aspiring
practical fruits from God for your theoretical knowledge and devotion) and
business devotion (aspiring practical fruits for practical devotion). In
Nivrutti, you must follow the issue-devotion (not aspiring any fruit for
your practical devotion), which alone gives the ultimate divine fruit
practically from God.
v) Be Always in Dualism with God:The incarnation results when unimaginable God merges with
imaginable medium (energetic being or human being). God uses the
medium to fulfill the burning desire of certain climax devotees, who
wished to see, talk and serve God directly. A chance may fall on you and
you may become the human incarnation. God merges with you completely
and perfect monism results. Still, you must think always that you are the
servant of God and not God like Rama, who never accepted that He is God.
Hanuman is also an incarnation of God acting as a devotee to the human
incarnation standing as an ideal for the devotees of human incarnation.
Hanuman was God, but behaved like a devotee only. He could have lifted
the hill while remaining in small body (like Krishna), but, lifted the hill by
growing His body and this miraculous power comes under the eight
miraculous powers that can be attained by devotees by the grace of God.
You shall not think and express that you are God like Parashurama and get
insulted by Shri Rama, who is human incarnation of God, but, never agreed
that He is God since He came down to set an example for the human being
component present in the human incarnation. As long as you are in
dualism with God, your monism with God continues. Once you enter into
monism with God, God will quit you resulting in dualism and insult as in
the case of Parashurama! This is reverse in the case of climax devotees
worshipping you as God. Once they think that you are not God, they are
lost. As long as they think that you are the God expressed, they gain. This
means that you shall be silent when your devotees praise you as God
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thinking inside that you are the servant of God. This diplomacy is the
mechanism of the success of incarnation.
Shankara told that the soul is God in order to convert atheists into
theists. He plotted a three-step trick to convert them, which is:- i) You are
God, ii) You exist and iii) Hence, God exists. He is a divine preacher
(Satguru), who can twist the truth for the welfare of the then existing
human beings unlike a scholar, who is worried of truth without any twist.
Then, He told that the atheist must worship God to get purity of mind so
that he can practically become God with all miraculous powers. Then
Ramanuja entered saying that the soul is a part of God creating an
intermediate stage between monism-sky and dualism-ground so that the
soul is not suddenly discouraged completely. Then Madhva came and told
that there is vast difference between God and soul except that both are
made of awareness giving a tiny consolation. Now, Dattaswami comes and
says that there is no point of any similarity between unimaginable God
and imaginable soul. Understanding all these steps, you shall always
remain as servant of God keeping Hanuman as your ideal in worshiping
human incarnation (Rama) and keep Rama as ideal while you are the
human incarnation. Shri Rama and Hanuman are actually incarnations of
God, but always acted in the roles of a human being component in
human incarnation and a servant to God in human form in order to set
examples for the souls becoming human incarnations and becoming
devotees of human incarnations respectively.
vi) Accept Scripture Only After Analysis:Even the Veda (vedaanta vijnaana, sunishchitaarthaah) and the Gita
(vimrushyaitat...) say that you shall accept their statements only after doing
perfect analysis to get the right conclusion. You must take these statements
also as authority if you take the Veda and the Gita as authority. Why is
God asking us to analyze His own statements before accepting them? The
reason is that God knows very well that in the future some fraud followers
of the religion will insert their opinions into the text of the scripture. You
must analyze every statement of the scripture thinking it as genuine based
on the concept of giving benefit of doubt. If right interpretation comes in
any angle, you can refute the wrong interpretation taken from it. If no right
interpretation comes in any angle for the statement, you must reject it
saying that God will never speak illogical and unjust concepts and such
statement is only insertion by some false follower. You must never accept
the forced unjust and illogical interpretation of the statement believing
blindly that it is told by God. After all, there is no audio-video cassette
taken while God is speaking!
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vii) You Must Concentrate in Developing Selfless Practical Love in Any
Bond You Like with God:God can be loved as father, mother, brother, sister, wife, darling etc.
The nature of the bond is not important but the selfless practical love in it
brings the value. Small statues of parrots and donkeys made with sugar are
available as sweets in sweet shops. The rate to be paid depends on the
quantity of sugar and not on the form of the statue! People say that Radha is
the highest devotee since she had romance with God. Romance can’t be the
criterion since even a prostitute does romance in which the love is fully
selfish by grabbing the money from the other side. Radha left her life after
the exit of Krishna. But, see the case of Hanuman. He thought of
committing suicide when He could not find Sita in Lanka. He tore His heart
with His nails to show Rama in His heart. Both these incidents happened
while Rama was alive! What I mean is that both Hanuman and Radha are
the topmost devotees since Radha could not get such opportunities in her
life. Draupadi loved Krishna as brother. The eight wives loved Krishna as
husband linked with romance. When the finger of Krishna was cut by the
sugarcane, all the eight wives ran here and there for the search of a piece of
cloth to be used as bandage. But Draupadi tore her costly sari present on her
body for the same piece of cloth. She showed more selfless love than
others. Krishna protected her by giving infinite number of saris while she
was insulted in the court of kauravas. Not only this, Krishna saw that all
kauravas are destroyed for the sake of happiness of Draupadi and for that
He was prepared to take the curse from Gandhari (mother of kauravas),
which resulted in the destruction of all His family!
viii) You Must Catch Satguru or Human Incarnation, Who is The
Guide And Also the Goal:Satguru is like the class teacher teaching you the complicated
concepts. Guru is like the teacher helping you in your study hours. Satguru
may become Guru, but, reverse is not possible. Satguru tests your practical
sacrifice without any need for it. A grandfather presented a packet of
biscuits to his daughter or daughter-in-law for the sake of his grandson. The
mother gives a biscuit to her son without informing about the grandfather
based on his instruction. Now, the grandson is eating the biscuit. The
grandfather begs for a bit of the biscuit to test the love of the boy on him.
Satguru is like that grandfather as we see Shirdi Sai Baba asking offering of
money. The same offering given to a Guru is like giving a bit of the
biscuit to a hungry person, who is in need of it. Some people cleverly
color their greediness by saying that God, the all-giver, is not in need. In the
case of Satguru, you must prove your theoretical devotion through practical
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sacrifice and in His case, both are essential since He is not in need like
Guru. Theory is the source of practice and theory must be always
enclosed with practice like an application for job must be enclosed with
copies of certificates of qualifications and experience.
ix) You Must Complete Spiritual Knowledge First and Then Proceed
To Devotion and Sacrifice:Shankara came first and stressed on spiritual knowledge. Then
Ramanuja came and stressed on devotion. Then Madhva came and stressed
on service. Hence, this is the sequence of the three steps in spiritual path.
When you hear the details of Mumbai city (knowledge), you develop
attraction to see it (devotion) and then take up the practical journey
(practical service). Devotion is emotion, which leads into practical service.
Before devotion, if the basic right conclusion derived from right analysis
of spiritual knowledge is present, the devotion and service proceed in
right direction. If the first step is wrong, the other two steps are also wrong.
Even if you are running (practice) with full speed (devotion), if your
direction is opposite to the right goal, you are going far and far from the
right goal and in such case, devotion and practice are not only useless but
also harmful! Today, lot of devotion and service exist in spiritual path, but
both are in wrong direction since both are based on aspiration for some fruit
in return from God. The need of this hour is propagation of right spiritual
knowledge and not devotion or service.
The devotion shall be selfless love and nature of bond with God is
immaterial and is selected by the devotee only and not by God. Sages in
the previous birth itself selected God as darling involving bond of romance.
Such bond was not selected by God, but selected by the devotees only as
per their personal taste, which differs from one to the other. God sang songs
on flute, the subject of which is only the same subject revealed in the Gita.
In fact, the Gita is spoken in verses following ‘anushtup’ meter and these
poems are not songs. But, they are termed as songs (Gita) because the same
subject was sung by God in the form of songs on flute. Other epics like the
Ramayanam etc., were also written in the same meter and were not called
by the name ‘Gita’. Sages born as Gopikas could understand these songs on
flute very well since they have spent millions of births in the debates of
spiritual knowledge. Before proceeding to the type of devotion desired by
sages, once again God gave sufficient spiritual knowledge to these sages
through songs on flute so that to see whether they are still firm on the
nature of the bond selected by them in previous birth. Not only this, He
warned them also that dancing with Him will lead them to hell, but still,
they were firm on the nature of their desired bond. The service done by
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Gopikas in sacrificing the fruit (butter) of their work was also to test their
theoretical love proved by practical sacrifice only and not for any selfish
need since Krishna had plenty of butter in His house. God does not require
any sacrifice of service, which is given to us as an opportunity for our
upliftment only. If God uplifts us without our service, it will become
partiality. Hence, service itself is the fruit given to us for our selfless
devotion and the fruit can’t have another fruit. Hence, we shall serve the
God without aspiring for any fruit.
x) You Must Be A Scientist and Not an atheist:Science keeps silent on the unimaginable God because it is unable to
explain the unimaginable events called as genuine miracles, the source of
which is unimaginable God. In any book of science, you don’t find a
chapter called as ‘Refutation of God and Miracles’, whereas the books on
atheism have only this one chapter! The silence of science is perfect
indicating that God is beyond imagination being beyond space and this
point is told by the scriptures also. Atheism blindly says that all miracles
are magic without perfect examination and analysis. Ofcourse, certain fraud
miracles also exist, which are actually magic and by this you shall not
conclude that every miracle is magic. Atheism is always emotional and the
intelligence sleeps in emotion. Science is always open to observation and
analysis unlike atheism. Science also says that a hypothesis shall be
accepted till it is disproved by the subsequent theory. Hence, you shall
believe the explanation of the performer of genuine miracles at least till you
disprove the genuine miracle also as magic. Science accepts the existence
of unimaginable domain by accepting the unimaginable boundary of the
universe. The unimaginable boundary of the universe and frequently
exhibited unimaginable-genuine miracles establish the existence of
unimaginable God, who punishes the sinners through unimaginable ways
even if they escape the law here through tricks. By this, pravrutti is
protected on which only nivrutti is based.
If an atheist asks you to show the hell in this space, you must give
the following argument:In this infinite space, I can’t show the existence of hell to you.
Similarly, since space is infinite, you can’t take me all around the space and
prove the non-existence of hell to me. A 50:50 probability of existence and
non-existence results here. A wise person shall select the probability having
lesser risk. If you believe in the hell and do not do any sin, you are not lost
in any way even if the hell is absent. If you take the other probability of
non-existence of hell and do sins, you are totally damaged if the hell exists!
Even an atheist shall think about this, if the atheist is wise enough.
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Brahmajnaana Samhitaa Samaapta.
Brahmajnaana Samhitaa is completed.
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